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Conference Registration
Registration begins in July.
You will receive the Preliminary Program and Registration Form with the July issue 
of The ATA Chronicle.

Hotel Reservations
Marriott Copley Place
110 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts USA 02116

Special ATA Room Rates (exclusive of tax): Single = $246 / Double = $266
ATA rates include complimentary in-room Internet

Take advantage of these special rates, available until October 5, 2011, or as space 
allows. Make your reservations online at www.atanet.org/conf/2011/hotel.htm. 
Or call the Marriott at +1-800-266-9432 and ask for the special ATA rate.

Learn More
www.atanet.org /conf/2011

Make Your Own History
Join us in Boston for the ATA 52nd Annual
Conference and be a part of the most important 
event for translators and interpreters.

Don’t miss
Over 150 sessions covering a variety of languages and specializations. 

Speakers from all over the world sharing their experience and expertise.

Numerous opportunities to promote yourself and your services.

The chance to network with over 1,800 colleagues from around the world. 

Time to reunite with friends, socialize with colleagues, and have fun.

Advertising Opportunities: Print / Web / Exhibiting / Sponsorship
Don't miss this opportunity to promote your company to 1,800 attendees who need your services and 
products. Learn more at www.atanet.org/conf/2011/advertise.htm.

American Translators Association

52ndAnnual
Conference

Boston, Massachusetts
October 26---29, 2011
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Apple is looking for qualified individuals for following 40/hr/wk positions. To apply, mail your resume to 1 Infinite Loop 84-REL, Attn: AEC Staffing-LJ, Cupertino, CA 
95014 with Req # and copy of ad.  Job site  & interview, Cupertino, CA.  Principals only. EOE. 

Perform hands-on translation of Apple products into (European) Portuguese.  Requires Bachelor’s degree, or foreign equivalent, in Linguistics or related 
degree and 3 years experience in job offered or in a related occupation, including computer aided translation tools and systems, computational linguistics 
systems, multilingual and multicultural issues, technical translations for end-user software products, and software life cycle.  Fluency in (European) 
Portuguese.

Perform hands-on translation of Apple products into French.  Requires 3 years experience in job offered or in a related occupation, including technical 
translation of software and documentation; computer aided translation tools; multilingual and multicultural issues; software life cycle; large volume 
technical translations; bug monitoring, escalation, reporting and resolution; and linguistic QA for products in French.  Fluency in French.

Responsible for the localization of all Apple software products released for the international markets, with special focus on the Japanese-speaking 
market.  Requires Bachelor’s degree or foreign equivalent, in Japanese Language and Literature, or related degree and 5 years professional experience in 
job offered or in a related occupation.  Professional experience must be post-baccalaureate and progressive in nature.  Also experience with localization 
tools and processes, software engineering, technical translation of software and documentation, project management, and computer proficiency in Mac, 
PC and UNIX.  Fluency in Japanese.

Facebook 
http://tinyurl.com/38xqgsm

Three Ways to Connect to ATA

LinkedIn
www.atanet.org/linkedin.php

Twitter
http:// twitter.com/atanet

International Federation of Translators
Federation Internationale des Traducteurs

XIX World Congress

Bridging Cultures
eAugust 1-4, 2011  l San Francisco, California, USA  l Hilton San Francisco Union Square

Register today for the International Federation of Translators XIX World Congress, August 1-4, in San Francisco. 
Learn more about this year’s FIT Congress—hosted by ATA—by checking out  “Greeting the World in Our Backyard: 

ATA Hosts FIT XIX World Congress” on page 10. To register, please go to www.fit2011.org.
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If you enjoyed reading this issue of The ATA Chronicle
and think a colleague or organization would enjoy it

too, we’ll send a free copy. 

Simply e-mail the recipient’s name and address to

Maggie Rowe at ATA Headquarters—

maggie@atanet.org—and she will send the magazine

with a note indicating that the copy is being sent with

your compliments.  

Help spread the word about ATA!
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Michael A. Blumenthal graduated from
the University of Michigan with a major in
zoology and a minor in English before
receiving his master’s degree focusing on the
biological control of insects from Cornell
University. He spent four years in Colombia,
where he worked at a research station as a
Peace Corps volunteer. After returning to the

U.S. in 1983, he co-founded M&M Translations, Inc., and currently serves as
its director. He has worked for the past 16 years as a full-time
Spanish→English translator for the Department of Assistive and Rehabilitative
Services: Disability Determination Services, where he translates medical records
and claimant generated materials. Contact: mblumenthal@austin.rr.com.

Jennifer De La Cruz is an ATA-certified Spanish→English translator. 
She works as an interpreter as well as a freelance translator. She is certified 
as a court interpreter by the State of California and the U.S. District Courts.
She has been an adjunct instructor for the Community Interpretation in Spanish
Program at Riverside Community College, and an advisory board member for
the Cal State Fullerton Extended Education Healthcare Interpreter Certificate
Program. She is a former voting member of the Court Interpreters Advisory
Panel for the Judicial Council of California and a former member of the
Language Access Advisory Committee for the California Association of 
Public Hospitals. Contact: jenuli@msn.com.

Evelyn Yang Garland is a Mandarin
Chinese interpreter and translator based in the
Washington, DC area. She is the owner of
Acta Chinese Language Services, LLC. She
also tutors the course “Introduction to
Translation Theory” offered by the University
of Chicago. She is an ATA-certified
English→Chinese translator, a Maryland

court-certified interpreter, and a member of the Translators Association of
China. Contact: egarland@actalanguage.com. 

Ewandro Magalhães is an experienced conference interpreter with over
20 years of experience. He has a master’s degree in conference interpreting
from the Monterey Institute of International Studies, where he is an adjunct
professor. He is the chief interpreter at the International Telecommunication
Union in Geneva, Switzerland, and a former contractor with the U.S.
Department of State, the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, the
Organization of American States, and several other international organizations.
He is the author of Sua Majestade, o Intérprete - o fascinante mundo da
tradução simultânea. He is an active member of the American Association of
Language Specialists. Contact: ewandro@gmail.com.

Craig McGinty is a Japanese-to-English patent translator in Colorado
Springs, Colorado. Contact: craigmcginty@comcast.net.
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President@atanet.org

From the President    Nicholas Hartmann

What do ”they” really do,

those “ATA leaders,” that “Board”

everyone talks about so much?

ATA’s Board of Directors is charged

with managing the “property, affairs,

business, and concerns” of the

Association. This group of 13 elected

volunteers (four officers each serving a

two-year term, and nine directors each

elected for three years), plus the salaried

executive director, therefore assumes

ultimate responsibility for everything

ATA does. It performs its functions by

meeting four times a year at different

locations around the country. At least

one meeting is combined with a site

visit to a city that may host a future ATA

Annual Conference. The winter

meeting also includes an extra “plan-

ning day” devoted to strategizing and

brainstorming, and a necessarily shorter

session takes place amid all the other

events at each Annual Conference.

The discussion and decisions at a

Board meeting are governed by

Robert’s Rules of Order, whose some-

times arcane parliamentary language

is intended simply to strike a balance

between efficiency and fairness. As

soon as a meeting is complete, the

secretary and executive director pre-

pare a short summary for immediate

distribution as well as detailed min-

utes that become official only upon

approval by the full Board at its next

meeting. Once approved, the minutes

are made available to members on

ATA’s website. 

The purpose of all this travel and

record-keeping and procedural infra-

structure is to promote the interests of

the members of this Association and

spend their dues money wisely. Just a

couple of weeks ago, for example,

there were several different events in

and around Washington, DC, that

illustrate nicely what the Board has

been able to accomplish lately:

• The Board met at a hotel in

Alexandria, Virginia, right next

door to ATA Headquarters. This

meeting site is used every year,

giving the Board (especially new

members) an opportunity to visit

Headquarters and interact directly

with the professional staff. At this

particular meeting, significant

progress was made on matters that

included the ATA tagline, a general

policy about interactions with other

associations, and the annual budget.

• The entire day preceding the Board

meeting was devoted to a Division

Administrators Summit, at which

representatives of each division

met with the president and presi-

dent-elect to talk about new para-

digms and procedures for divisions.

This high-level encounter is the

result of many years of deliberation

in this area, and will have an effect

on ATA’s internal structure for

many more years to come.

• The Translation Company Division

held a mini-conference of its own,

focusing on the “Business of

Translation.” Again, thanks to a

great deal of work by ATA’s leader-

ship, this event was designed from

the outset to attract independent

contractors as well as translation

company owners, and to provide a

forum for constructive dialogue

between the two groups. The con-

ference was also coordinated care-

fully with this year’s schedule of

professional development semi-

nars and webinars, as part of

another Board effort aimed at

expanding educational opportuni-

ties while reducing costs.

• Lastly, ATA’s Certification Com -

mittee convened to discuss grading

procedures, new language pairs,

and the complex, laborious process

of optimizing our Certification

Program to the point where external

validation—perhaps including accredi -

 tation of the program by an interna-

tional standards body—becomes an

attainable option. This project has

been underway for almost a decade,

with participation and support by

many ATA Board members and

other volunteers at every level. It

has now gained critical momentum,

and will ultimately bring incalcu-

lable benefits to every member of

the Association.

That is an impressive lineup for

one weekend, but it would not have

happened without the hundreds of

human-years of collaborative work

and thought that preceded it. There is

always much more to be done, and

more volunteers are always needed in

every capacity. If you would enjoy

being part of this team whose objec-

tive is to advance our Association and

our profession, please join us.

All in a Day’s Work 

This group of 13 elected volunteers, plus the salaried
executive director, assumes ultimate responsibility for

everything ATA does.
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“If you really want to see

where America began, come to

Boston,” says Fodor’s Tourist Guide to
Boston. Among the attractions to

explore is the famous Freedom Trail, a

2.5-mile walking path among famous

landmarks, which is marked with a red

line of brick and paint on public side-

walks and leads from Boston

Common to Charlestown. While care-

fully preserved historical sites are evi-

dent throughout the city, modern

Boston is also a vibrant metropolis

that is home to a wide range of cut-

ting-edge industries, which makes it a

perfect location for ATA’s Annual

Conference.

Our local host organization, the

New England Translators Associ ation,

has begun to compile visitor informa-

tion on a beautifully designed blog

(www.ata-in-boston.netaweb.org) that

invites you to start exploring the many

attractions of the city now. 

In a symbolic sense, our confer-

ence provides another kind of “red

brick road.” If your business is similar

to mine, you were not as busy as you

would have liked last year and are

now finding that your order volume is

picking up. ATA worked hard to pro-

vide sound business advice during

lean times, and will continue this

effort now that the economic reces-

sion seems to be easing up. In addi-

tion to our usual diverse program of

educational offerings in many lan-

guage pairs and areas of specialty, the

Annual Conference in Boston will

focus on exploring the economic

future of translators and interpreters.

What are our best options for

addressing the challenges of machine

translation? How can we make the

most of our businesses, no matter

what size they may be? How can we

spread the word about the need for

professional translation and inter-

preting while promoting our busi-

nesses at the same time? 

Although we will offer the language-

specific sessions and specialized distin-

guished speakers you expect to see in

the program, the true strength of our

Annual Conference lies in bringing

together representatives of many dif-

ferent subsegments of the translation

and interpreting industry. In contrast to

smaller regional events or conferences

sponsored by chapters or divisions,

ATA’s Annual Conference lets us

examine the bigger picture of global

developments in our industry and ide-

ally provides attendees with a sense of

direction for the future development of

their business activities. 

The educational program for each

year’s conference is assembled from

hundreds of proposals that are peer-

reviewed by division administrators,

committee chairs, and many other

volunteers. Based on input from this

large and diverse group, the confer-

ence organizers ultimately select

around 150 presentations that reflect

the wide range of language pairs, spe-

cialties, professional realities, and

experience of conference attendees. 

Many thanks to the large group of

volunteers who reviewed proposals

for the Boston conference. Their com-

ments and suggestions form the basis

of the Preliminary Program, which

will be sent out with the July issue of

this magazine.  

Mark your calendar now to attend

ATA’s 52nd Annual Conference in

Boston, October 26-29, 2011. I look

forward to seeing you there!  

Boston: Follow the Red Brick Road

dracette@hughes.net

From the President-Elect         Dorothee Racette

In addition to our usual diverse program, ATA’s Annual
Conference in Boston will focus on exploring the
economic future of translators and interpreters.

ATA presents annual and biennial awards to encourage,
reward, and publicize outstanding work done by both 
seasoned professionals and students of our craft. For 
complete entry information and deadlines, visit:
www.atanet.org/membership/honorsandawards.php.

2011 Honors and Awards Now Open
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The ATA website (www.atanet.org)

is vital for the Association’s success.

The ATA staff, led by Information

Systems Manager Roshan Pokharel

and Membership Services and Project

Development Manager Mary David,

work to keep the site updated and to

drive traffic to it through maximizing

search engine optimization.

In addition, we are using more social

media than ever to drive traffic to the site.

By doing so, we all benefit. The general

public learns more about the translation

and interpreting professions. ATA draws

new members. And, potential clients

access ATA members through the online

directories.

The online directories continue to be a

valuable member benefit attracting

potential clients to the website. The

Directory of Translation and Interpreting
Services had roughly 7,100 profiles of

individuals offering translation, inter-

preting, and other services as of the end

of 2010. The Directory of Language
Services Companies had the profiles of

roughly 500 organizations listed as of the

end of 2010. The box below shows the

top search fields for each directory.

If you are an independent contractor

or language services company, please

be sure to add your profile. If you

already have a profile, it pays to keep it

current. Over 60% of ATA members

reported getting a job through ATA. To

add or update your listing, please go to

www.atanet.org/onlinedirectories/update

_profile.php.

Looking ahead, the Board of

Directors has made the redesign of the

Association’s website a priority. The

redesign aims to update the look,

enhance the functionality of the site,

and increase its user friendliness.

Obviously since the last redesign five

years ago, much has changed in terms

of technology and how people access

information online. The redesigned

website, which will incorporate these

changes, will further enhance the image

of ATA and the translation and inter-

preting professions.

The ATA Website

Walter@atanet.org

From the Executive Director    Walter Bacak, CAE

Directory of Translation and Interpreting Services
(Roughly 7,100 individual profiles)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

English→Spanish
Spanish→English
English→French
English→Chinese
English→Japanese
French→English
English→Russian
German→English
English→Korean
English→German

Top Ten Language 
Combinations for Individuals

(based on searches)

ATA’s Online Directories

Directory of Language Services Companies
(Roughly 500 company profiles)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

Medicine (General)
Law (General)
Business (General)
Engineering (General)
Pharmaceuticals
Patents, trademarks, and 

copyrights
Industry and Technology 

(General)
Economics and finance
Health care
Contracts 

Top Ten Areas of 
Specialization for Individuals

(based on searches)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

Spanish→English
English→Spanish
French→English
All→English
English→All
Russian→English
Chinese→English
English→French
English→Chinese
English→Russian

Top Ten Language 
Combinations for Companies 

(based on searches)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

Medicine (General)
Law (General)
Business (General)
Health care
Education
Engineering (General)
Arts and Humanities 

(General)
Immigration
Insurance
Computers (General)

Top Ten Areas of 
Specialization for Companies

(based on searches)

An overview of the ATA website for all of 2010 as provided by Google Analytics:

January 1 – December 31, 2010

Visits: 525,931
Absolute Unique Visitors: 284,607

Page Views: 3,618,826 
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ATA, in cooperation with
the Inter national Federation of

Translators (FIT), will host the FIT

XIX World Congress, August 1-4, in

San Francisco, California. The

Congress will bring together transla-

tors, interpreters, terminologists, and

other industry professionals from

around the world to discuss topical

issues. This marks the first time ATA

has hosted the triennial gathering of

the world’s translators and inter-

preters. ATA Past President Jiri

Stejskal, ATA’s representative to FIT

and FIT’s vice-president, is over-

seeing planning efforts for the

Congress. To get a better under-

standing of FIT and the World

Congress, Jiri answered a few ques-

tions.  

What is FIT? The International

Federation of Translators (Fédération

Internationale des Traducteurs, or FIT

for short) was founded in Paris in 1953

by Pierre-François Caillé. It is an 

international federation of national

associations representing translators,

interpreters, and terminologists, with

more than 100 member associations

from around the world. FIT does not

have an individual membership cate-

gory—only organizations such as ATA

can be members. The main purpose of

FIT is to bring together existing associ-

ations, to provide member associations

with useful information, to promote the

interests of translators, interpreters, and

terminologists, and to uphold their

moral and material interests throughout

the world. FIT maintains formal opera-

tional relations with the United Nations

Educational, Scientific and Cultural

Organization (UNESCO).

How was ATA chosen to host this

event? ATA was selected as the host

for the 2011 Congress at the 2008

XVIII Congress in Shanghai. Much is

owed to ATA Past President Peter

Krawutschke, who was president of

FIT at the time of the Shanghai

Congress. I was serving as ATA presi-

dent then, and Peter suggested that I

work with ATA’s Board to prepare the

bid to host the event. With the Board’s

support, I presented ATA’s proposal to

FIT’s Statutory Congress in Shanghai,

suggesting three possible venues for

the next Congress: Orlando, San

Francisco, and Washington, DC. The

overwhelming majority of attendees to

the Statutory Congress voted for San

Francisco, so that is where we will be

in August.

This is the first time that FIT will

be meeting in the U.S. It is a great

honor for ATA to host the Congress of

a language organization that has been

traditionally Eurocentric, and I am

very pleased with the enthusiasm and

positive attitude of the entire FIT

Council regarding both ATA and the

Congress venue. To put things in per-

spective, there are only eight North

American organizations in FIT,

whereas Europe is represented by a

whopping 61. 

With the venue being the Golden

Gate city, we could not resist incorpo-

rating a bridge into the Congress

theme and the logo. “Bridging

Cultures” is what we all do on a daily

basis as translators and interpreters,

because our business is not just about

words, it is about what the words

mean in a cultural context.

How is the Congress different from

ATA’s Annual Conference? The FIT

Congress has its own unique culture

and tradition. Compared to ATA’s

Annual Conference, FIT traditionally

pays more attention to the social

aspects of its events, and we can

expect this to be the case in San

Francisco. There will of course be a

full program of educational sessions in

a variety of subject areas, from literary

translation to language technology to

“new trends” in translation and inter-

preting. Judging from the over-

whelming response to our call for

proposals both from North America

and overseas, I think that we can

expect a great crowd! Bring lots of

business cards!

What are the benefits of attending?

Attending the FIT Congress is a unique

opportunity to meet with fellow trans-

lators and interpreters from every

imaginable corner of the world and to

exchange experiences and stories and

learn from each other. For me, the

greatest benefit is the networking

opportunity, seeing old colleagues, and

making new friends. The educational

value is a very close second. 

Register Now
Registration is now open. Check

out the full conference program at

www.fit2011.org. I look forward to

seeing you in San Francisco!   

Greeting the World in Our Backyard:
ATA Hosts FIT XIX World Congress

“Bridging Cultures” is what we all do on a daily basis
as translators and interpreters.



International Federation of Translators
Federation Internationale des Traducteurs

XIX World Congress
Bridging Cultures

eAugust 1-4, 2011  l San Francisco, California, USA  l Hilton San Francisco Union Square

The International Federation of Translators XIX World
Congress ----Bridging Cultures ----will bring together translators,
interpreters, terminologists, and other professionals from all
over the world to discuss topical issues. 

Over 100 educational sessions will be offered in a variety 
of categories. Events and activities will allow for opportunities
to network, mingle, and socialize.

The FIT XIX World Congress is hosted by the American
Translators Association in cooperation with the International
Federation of Translators.

Join us in San Francisco! 

Learn more by visiting 
www.fit2011.org

Congress Registration
Register Early and Save!

To save on registration rates, register today
at www.fit2011.org/register.htm. 

Hotel Reservations
Hilton San Francisco Union Square
333 O'Farrell Street
San Francisco, California, USA 94102
Phone: +1-415-771-1400

Special FIT Room Rates (exclusive of tax)

Single = $209 / Double = $229

FIT rates are available until July 6, 2011 
or as space allows. FIT rates include 50% 
off Internet access in guest room.

Learn more about the Hilton by visiting 
www.fit2011.org/hotel.htm

Advertising Opportunities

Learn more by visiting www.fit2011.org/advertising.htm

Don’ t miss this opportunity to promote your company to over 800 attendees who need your services and products. Print and online
advertising, exhibiting, and sponsorship opportunities are available.
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By now, many of us have

heard about the IBM computing

system named Watson. In February,

Watson made history when it handily

defeated two human competitors in a

three-day competition on the televi-

sion quiz show Jeopardy!. The com-

petition was arguably the most

significant human-versus-computer

showdown since 1997, when the IBM

computer Deep Blue defeated world

chess champion Garry Kasparov.

When Deep Blue won, I was not

impressed. I was one of those critics

who rationalized chess as being a

poor measure of human thinking

capability. Deep Blue did not “think”

like humans do, I reasoned, but

merely referenced complex branches

of moves and countermoves the way a

calculation program might reference

mathematical tables.

When Watson won, however, it

struck a nerve. This time, the game

was clearly different. I was amazed a

computer could understand a human

language well enough to compete

against humans and win, especially

since winning Jeopardy! requires

extensive knowledge of the English

language. As I watched Watson give

one correct answer after another, I

realized a more advanced form of this

technology could potentially replace

me as a translator in the future. Like

Rick Deckard watching the last

android die at the end of the movie

Blade Runner, I wondered: “How

long have I got?”

Even though Watson was neither

programmed nor designed for trans-

lating between languages, the lin-

guistic applications of such a

computing system are not difficult to

imagine. Moreover, Google, Bing,

Yahoo!, and other Internet search

engines have been developing and

steadily refining their own translation

programs. The combination of Watson

with a powerful search engine like

Google could one day make for a for-

midable opponent. And the fact that

automated translation generally seems

to be receiving more attention these

days than in the past is no coinci-

dence: computer technologies have

come a long way in the short amount

of time since Deep Blue.

In a press release (www.atanet.org/

pressroom/news_release_jeopardy.pdf)

issued in response to Watson’s win,

ATA made the same association

between Watson and automated trans-

lation that I and undoubtedly other

translators had already made. In

defense of the translation profession,

the press release argued that “human

translation is still vital” and that “they

[computer-assisted translation tools

and applications] are still unable to

match the sensitivity that humans bring

to language.” Yet while I understood

the position from which ATA argued

these points, I could not help feeling

disappointed with the press release. 

For example, the title of the press

release (“Human Linguists in

Jeopardy? Do Grasshoppers Eat

Kosher?”) referred directly to and

seemingly ridiculed a single error

made by Watson. The press release

cited this error as a “telling example”

of Watson’s fallibility. The press

release further stated: “But while

Watson’s mistakes can be funny and

even endearing, real-world translation

errors can offend an entire nation or

cost a business valuable customers.”

This seemed to me a dismissal of

Watson for failing to fulfill a purpose

for which it was not designed—

namely, translation.  

This dismissal was not limited to the

press release. The February issue of

Newsbriefs, ATA’s monthly enewsletter,

went so far as to challenge the legiti-

macy of Watson’s win, saying: “The

showdown was billed as a man-versus-

machine challenge, and it looked a bit

like the machine won. But not quite.”

When I read this, all I could think was,

“Not quite? In what way did Watson

‘not’ win the challenge?”

One reason I was disappointed with

these responses to Watson’s win

stemmed in part from the pride I take in

my own work as a translator. I did not

understand how Newsbriefs could sug-

gest that Watson somehow lost the chal-

lenge. And I thought it unfair of the press

release to focus on one error made by

Watson without also mentioning the

errors made by Watson’s two human

competitors. Moreover, the press release

did not acknowledge the fallibility of

human translators. “Real-world transla-

tion errors” are unfortunately made by

humans all the time. Dismissing the hard

work and astonishing success of the

IBM team responsible for Watson

seemed to me too much like someone

dismissing an overall excellent transla-

tion because the translator neglected to

cross a “t” somewhere, resulting in a

“lime” instead of “time.” While it is true

To dismiss a computer technology like Watson in its
present form is to ignore its future potential.

Watson’s Win
Opinion/Editorial 

By Craig McGinty
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that any error in a translation is unac-

ceptable, arguably no translator can hon-

estly claim to have never made even a

single mistake.

Another reason for my disappoint-

ment stemmed from what I saw as

unwillingness in the press release to

recognize the future benefits—in a

wide variety of fields, including auto-

mated translation—of a computer

technology like Watson. All technolo-

gies trend toward doing things with

greater speed, efficiency, and accu-

racy, and the field of translation is not

immune to this trend. In this decade

we will witness advances in computer

technologies even more profound

than Watson. These advances will

eventually make automated transla-

tion as ubiquitous as cell phones are

today. Rudimentary translation appli-

cations for smartphones and other

handheld devices, for example,

already exist and will continue to

improve in speed, efficiency, and

accuracy. So to dismiss a computer

technology like Watson in its present

form is to ignore its future potential.

Watson’s win is not our loss. It rep-

resents a significant milestone in the

exponential growth of computing

power and is a telling example of our

remarkable human capacity for inven-

tiveness. As translators, we can dis-

miss achievements like Watson’s win

in order to reassuringly pat ourselves

on the back or we can recognize how

computer technologies like Watson

will ultimately benefit humanity

beyond the confines of our field.

Organization of American States Staff Federal Credit Union 

ATA-Sponsored Business Service

Individual ATA members can now join the OAS Staff Federal Credit Union and benefit from a wide range of
banking services, typically with lower fees and better interest rates.

Services Include:

• Interest-bearing checking accounts
• More than 25,000 worldwide 

surcharge-free ATMs
• Discounted wire transfer fees
• Auto, mortgage, and personal loans

• Home equity line of credit
• Free identity theft protection
• Bilingual customer service

To learn more about this ATA membership benefit, go to www.oasfcu.org/en/ata.
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ATA Board Director David

Rumsey has been working in the trans-

lation industry since 1990 as a free-

lance translator, agency project

manager, and as a localization man-

ager at a large retail software firm. He

currently works as a freelance trans-

lator in the Pacific Northwest, special-

izing in translating technical, medical,

and commercial documentation from

the Scandinavian languages into

English. David is an ATA-certified

Danish→English translator and was

the former administrator of ATA’s

Nordic Division. 

Professional Experience
Evelyn: What has been your career path?

David: I started out as a freelance

translator in graduate school. After a

few years of freelancing, one of my

clients called and offered me a job as a

project manager. That was how I got

involved in project management. I did

that for a number of years before I

decided to go back to freelancing.

Eventually, a former colleague offered

me a job as a localization manager at a

large software company. After a few

years, I decided to return to free-

lancing again in 2004. I enjoy the

independence that freelancing brings.

Evelyn: What were the sizes of the trans-

lation companies for which you worked?

David: I worked as a project manager

at a few different places of varying

sizes. One of the first ones was pretty

small. Like many small companies, it

was what was called a “Mom & Pop

shop”—a husband and wife team.

They hired me on as number three.

Over the course of just a few years, we

went up to a staff of around 10 people.

It was a great learning experience!

Life of Project Managers
Evelyn: What is it like working as a

project manager for a translation agency?

David: I would say, by and large, most

project managers would describe it as

a fairly stressful job, because you are

really caught between a rock and a

hard place. On the one hand, you have

clients who are buying a service from

you that they do not quite understand,

so there is a lot of client education. On

the other hand, you also want to keep

your translators happy. You want to

develop good relationships with trans-

lators who are familiar with the kind

of documentation and jobs that your

particular clients provide so you have

reliable quality. Keeping both the

translator and the client happy can be

a challenge at times. 

Evelyn: What was your day like? Was

it predictable at all?

David: No. We were in the same boat

as a translator. You try to schedule

your day. You think it is going to go a

There are many firms out there that have 
eliminated much of the interaction between 

the project manager and the translator.

Talking with ATA Board Director David Rumsey
By Evelyn Yang Garland
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particular way. Then somebody drops

a job on your desk, and all of a sudden

you have to take care of that. One

phone call and your day can be taken

in a completely different direction. It

is unpredictable. Translators usually

have the ability to say “I can’t take it,”

but as a project manager you almost

never can say “no” to a client. 

The worst case scenario is always

Friday. When you are getting ready to

head off for the weekend, somebody

calls you at 4:00 and says “Sorry, I

forgot all about this project. It’s only

50,000 words. Can I get it for

Monday?” Into Latvian, no less. So it

can be a stressful position. 

But project management really

helps people develop good organiza-

tional and communication skills. You

have to delineate the scope of the

project for the client and the translator

clearly, because if you are not clear

about what needs to get done or what

the project requirements are, you are

going to have a lot of problems!

Making sure you can keep track of all

the different projects you are juggling

is also critical.

Always Looking for 
Honesty and Flexibility
Evelyn: From a project manager’s

perspective, what do you look for in 

a translator?

David: First, I look for quality transla-

tors; people who can actually do what

they say, who have the correct lan-

guage skills, and are relatively

familiar with the subject matter.

Translators do not have to be experts,

but they have to be able to do the

research required to deliver good

quality translations. However, if a

translator takes on a project that is far

beyond the scope of his or her capabil-

ities it will show up in a translation,

and the project manager will hear

about it. So number one, honesty is the

best policy. It fosters trust. 

The second key criterion that I

look for in a person is flexibility.

Project managers, like I said, are kind

of stuck between two competing

forces. They have a host of different

clients with whom they work, and

each of those clients has different

needs in terms of quality, time, or

pricing. So the translator might have

to have some flexibility in terms of

time or the scope of pricing. It is

tougher when you have a really good

translator, but there is no flexibility to

accommodate requests such as a par-

ticular turnaround time or using a par-

ticular computer-assisted translation

tool. Project managers tend to gravi-

tate to people with whom they can

work as team players.

On Quality Monitoring
Evelyn: How do project managers

monitor the quality of the translation,

besides getting clients’ feedback?

David: It depends. It is really an intan-

gible product that we are providing the

client. For example, you have a client

who needs a manual translated into

Russian or Korean, but he or she does

not really have a way to judge whether

the translation is good. All that the

project manager or the translation

agency can really do is to create a

system that provides some level of

reassurance for the end client in terms

of quality. That may involve sending

the translation out to a separate editor,

or even to an editor and a proofreader,

or a subject-matter expert, or only

working with certified translators. 

A lot of customers with whom

agencies work will have their own

third-party reviewers. These are

people who are out in the field or

work at a subsidiary of the company

somewhere abroad. They may review

the translations and provide feedback

that way. The key is to be able to get

that feedback from the end user back

to the original translator  so that they

learn for the next time. However, that

is not always so easy. Sometimes the

end user’s changes may cause the

translation to stray far from the source

text! It is a challenging process. 

New to the Trade? 
Ignore the Catch 22!
Evelyn: Under what circumstances

would you use new, inexperienced

translators?

David: New translators are good to

work with. You can teach them a lot

and they are very willing to learn.

However, it depends on the client and

the translator. I would be less likely to

use a new translator for an existing

client. But for a new client, I might use

somebody who is new to the profes-

sion and clearly has experience in the

subject area, as opposed to someone

who has been a translator for a long

time but does not really feel totally

comfortable with the subject matter.  

·

Translators do not have to be experts, but they have 
to be able to do the research required to deliver 

good quality translations.
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Evelyn: How can new translators

increase the volume of their work?

David: I would say the key is always to

be marketing yourself. I know this has

been said many times, but it is impor-

tant to try to make connections. It

involves reminding the project man-

agers and people with whom you work

that you are still there. For example,

suppose a project comes up where the

project manager decides to hire a new

and flexible translator. It is important

for the translator to highlight his or her

other skills before this particular

project eventually runs its course. This

is one way to help ensure that the

working relationship can continue to

grow. 

Also, project managers tend to use

translators in fits and starts. They use

you for a while until they switch to

someone else, and your name drops

off the list. Project managers are also

inundated with résumés from new

translators. It is important to keep

reminding the project manager that

you are there so you do not fall to the

bottom of the pile. You may want to

send a Christmas card or just a note to

say: “Hi, I’m here. It’s been slow. Let

me know if you have anything.” Such

gestures help remind the project man-

ager: “Oh, you know, that person is

there. He was pretty good. I haven’t

used him in a while.” And you are on

another roll…. 

You can also try to market yourself

through the web or make face-to-face

contact with agencies in your local

area. Getting involved with ATA,

either through colleagues or clients,

can help a lot. To some extent, it is

also a function of time before your

name gets out there. The longer you

work, the more people will know your

name, and the more apt you are to get

work in that regard.

Oops…What If a Translator 
Makes a Mistake? 
Is There a Second Chance?
Evelyn: If you made a big mistake in

the past, is there any good remedy?

David: That is a really good question!

Project managers are willing, usually,

to give a fair amount of leeway,

depending on the type of mistake. If

you can, obviously you should apolo-

gize, and you should try to regain con-

tact and re-establish some trust. 

Regardless, it is always worth

keeping in contact with the agency.

Even if you screwed up one particular

project, you may find you have a

better relationship or another chance

with a different project manager or on

a different project. Project manage-

ment is a fairly stressful job, so there

is a fair amount of turnover in terms

of project managers at translation

agencies. Many people move on to

other industries or other companies.

This gives you a chance to have a

fresh start with some new project

manager who has come in. 

There is another point to remember

in terms of marketing yourself. When

project managers move on, the new

project managers may develop new

relationships with other translators. So

you may be getting work from one par-

ticular agency for a long period of

time, and then it dries up. You wonder

what happened. It often turns out that

the project manager with whom you

worked has left and someone else is in

the position. So you need to contact that

other person and reintroduce yourself. 

Forging a Good Relationship 
with Project Managers
Evelyn: Would you share with free-

lancers some tips on developing a good

relationship with project managers?

David: Flexibility is key. It is impor-

tant to avoid developing a “prima

donna syndrome.” Although transla-

tion is a relatively rare career path, and

translation is an art form to some

extent, it is important to have an open

and eager attitude toward the business.

There is a tendency at times for

freelancers to feel isolated and some-

what exploited. It is not necessarily

the case. Agencies and project man-

agers are really looking for somebody

who is going to be cooperative and

easy to work with. They want to have

good person-to-person relationships

with the translators. As I said, it is

really a team effort between the

project manager and the translator to

meet the needs of the end client, who

in turn may be meeting the needs of

its customers. 

Another big no-no is not being

honest, such as misleading the project

manager about your capabilities or

rates. Changing the delivery date or

the rate in the middle of a project, or

taking on something over your head

can be problematic. When there is no

transparency, there is not a lot of trust,

and then it is hard for the project man-

ager to call you back reliably, espe-

cially if he or she is not sure what you

really can or cannot do based on what

you stated at the outset. So be consis-

tent and transparent.

Impact of Technology on the 
Role of Project Manager
Evelyn: How do you feel the project

manager’s role will change in light of

increasingly advanced technology?

David: That is a very interesting ques-

tion. We are seeing increasing pressure

not only on translators to adopt new

technologies, but also on project man-

agers and translation agencies. There

are many firms out there that have

eliminated much of the interaction

Talking with ATA Board Director David Rumsey Continued 
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between the project manager and the

translator by creating systems where a

project is automatically sent out to a

list of translators and the first one to

accept it or to match a certain price

point is assigned the project. This may

benefit the speed or cost of projects,

but there is also a risk of this kind of

system impacting quality. Such auto-

mated systems inhibit translators and

project managers from asking ques-

tions of each other about the nature of

the project (e.g., who is the target

audience?). Nor can they negotiate the

pricing or timing of a project to ensure

that the best possible candidate is con-

sistently assigned to the job. There is

little flexibility in these systems. In the

long run, this type of arrangement

does little to educate the client about

the nature of quality translation. They

will come to expect fast, cheap trans-

lations with a varying level of quality.

In the end, clients may end up asking

themselves why they should bother

with a translation agency at all if they

can get the same quality by using an

automatic machine translation

tool. The human element to the

process, which really distinguishes a

good final product from a bad one,

will get lost in translation.

What Does a Localization Manager
Say About Localization?
Evelyn: For the benefit of those trans-

lators just starting out, can you offer a

simple explanation of localization?

David: There are basically two dif-

ferent terms. There is localization, and

there is internationalization. Locali -

zation is taking an existing piece of

software—anything from a website to

a really complicated database or a

commercial inventory system—and

then getting it localized for a particular

market. Obviously, that can involve

changing the language, but also the

measurements displayed, the date

format, tax calculations, paper sizing,

and even the icons so that they are

appropriate for the particular market

that the client is trying to enter. The

translators usually are working on the

text itself. Then it is up to the engineers

to figure out a way to get the new text

back into the application and get it to

function properly. This is especially

the case for multi-byte languages such

as Chinese and Japanese. 

Internationalization is more on the

software engineering side. It refers to

the actual process of adjusting or

modifying the source code of the soft-

ware so that it can accommodate any

number of languages. A company

might write its software code in such

a way that the size of the fields on the

screen can expand or shrink to accom-

modate the translated text, or so that

the software can display characters in

Chinese, Russian, or Hebrew, for

example. The key is to avoid having

to make a lot of changes on the back

end once the screen text has been

translated. 

Evelyn: So translation is only one step

in the localization or internationaliza-

tion process. As a localization manager,

did you work directly with freelancers?

David: For smaller applications, it is

possible to work with individual trans-

lators, or if a single application is

going into a single language. However,

in my case, just one of the applications

we worked with was close to 400,000

words. It was not something that we

could farm out to individual transla-

tors. It had to be a team effort in order

to get it done. And you are also

working on a lot of internal deadlines.

As a person at that company, I had

sales people who had sold the applica-

tion to a client and had received a “go-

live” date from the customer

specifying when they expected the

application to be fully implemented

and ready to use. We had to work with

translation agencies that could handle

this volume of work, coordinate the

translation and engineering, and help

us with the testing. We needed to

leverage a lot of technology tools in

that case. I learned a lot!

Additional Resources
In closing, David was good enough to

provide some links that would be of use

to current or aspiring project managers. 

The Project Management Institute 

www.pmi.org

A nonprofit membership associa-

tion for project managers of all stripes

and types; translation-related and not.

Association of Language Companies

www.alcus.org

An association for companies in the

language industry. This is a good

resource for understanding trends in

the business.

You can reach David at 
david@northcountrytranslations.com.

Project managers tend to gravitate to people with
whom they can work as team players.
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It seems ironic that a science

as exacting and important as medicine

should continue to remain a major

source of handwritten material

requiring translation. In my work, I

translate anything and everything that

occurs in a patient’s medical record,

including histories and physicals, pre-

scriptions, medical certificates,

progress notes, nursing notes, clinical

studies, questionnaires, orders, diag-

nostic and laboratory reports, and

autopsies. I also translate documenta-

tion such as activities of daily living

reports, work histories, and corre-

spondence. Despite the fact that the

style and content of each individual’s

handwriting varies significantly, there

are a number of common-sense tech-

niques and approaches that can help

lend clarity to these texts. Although

the examples I present here are lan-

guage-specific, the techniques for

deciphering illegible writing can be

applied to any language.  

Eleven Techniques 
to Improve Legibility
1. Use the Best Copy Available

When the text received for transla-

tion is a photocopy or fax of the original

handwritten document, reading the

copy becomes much more difficult due

to a loss of resolution. Whenever a text

is especially difficult to read, the trans-

lator should take the opportunity to

request to see the original. You can

preface this request by underscoring the

fact that reading an illegible text

increases the margin for potential errors

and will cost the client more money due

to the extra time involved on your part

to decipher the text. 

Often, we can start the translation

using the fax and complete our final proof

using the “best available” copy, which

may take a day or several days to arrive.

The psychology of agreeing to work with

what you have in hand but requesting to

wait to proof the final translation against

the best original enhances the respect for

the expected quality of the translation and

highlights your professionalism.

Translating Handwritten 
Spanish-to-English Medical Texts: 

Seeing What Others Cannot

The translation of handwritten text, especially text that
is difficult to read, is very likely to remain a 

human endeavor as opposed to a computerized 
one for quite some time.

By Michael A. Blumenthal
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2. Enlarge/Darken Text

If a legible source document is not

available and you must work from an

inferior quality copy or with a text

written in a micrographic hand, using

a photocopier or scanner to enlarge

text can be invaluable. Enlarging is

also appropriate for texts that are

tightly spaced or are written in long

continuous sentences that blend into

one another, or where punctuation

may be inconsistent or even missing,

making it difficult for you to deter-

mine where one sentence ends and the

other begins. The density of the text

often makes it difficult to keep cen-

tered on the proper line of text. If you

have to raise your eyes from the paper

to look at the computer, it can take

some time to find where you left off.

This continual need to “find your

place” not only costs valuable time,

but burns concentration and can lead

to frustration. Making a copy darker

sometimes can help make text more

legible in cases where the original

words are very faint. Both of the

aforementioned techniques are also

applicable to difficult to read type-

written material.

3. Review the Complete

Documentation

If there is any doubt about the

meaning of a word or an abbreviation,

it is best to reserve judgment for a

later review and go on with the trans-

lation of the larger text. Many times,

the answer becomes clear when the

abbreviation, word, or phrase is

written more legibly in another part of

the document, is repeated in another

context, and after the whole of the text

has been analyzed. For this reason, a

long handwritten text is often pre-

ferred to a single document. The most

common long handwritten texts I

have seen come in the form of

progress notes. In progress notes sev-

eral beneficial things tend to occur:

there is a lot of repetition and the

format usually stays consistent.

4. Compare Words/Letters

Paying attention to how letters are

written, noting any characteristic style,

can be important. Sometimes, even

being able to read one or a few letters,

in combination with other clues, can

lead to legibility. Often the same word

is written differently at another point in

the text. In this case, previous context

of phrases may be important.

5. Vocalize Text

It is important to be mindful of the

spelling variants between the source

and the target language. For example,

the following can cause confusion

when dealing with Spanish and

English: xifosis/cifosis/kyphosis; cra-
nial/cranial; pénfigo/pemphigus; quer-
atin/keratin; anaplásica/anaplastic;

glucemia/glycemia; and presbicia/pres -

bytia. In my line of work, one espe-

cially intriguing aspect of handwritten

translation comes in correspondence

and forms completed by patients to

describe their illnesses, daily activities,

and other pertinent information. Many

times this information is completed by

people who speak Spanish but have

little formal education. I have learned to

expect misspellings with the letters

y/e/i; s/z/c; b/v; g/j/x; ll/y (silent h

missing); and tc/cc/x. Thankfully, given

the nature of Spanish pronunciation,

sounding out the words works well for

most of the misspellings. For example,

see Figure 1.

An amusing aspect of sounding out

words occurs with English words that

are written out phonetically in

Spanish such as:

merique = Medicaid

chingolero = shingler

güiriro = weedeater

carapila = caterpillar (tractor)

chiroc = sheetrock

cuimerris = Queen Mary (carts)

paipiava = I laid pipe 

escuiche = squeegee.

Common Spelling Errors Examples of Common Spelling Errors

no use of ll allí | ai, tortillas | tortias

no use of tilde ano | año

s for c siudadano | ciudadano

c for q cien | quien, ce | que

b for v biejo | viejo, bibe | vive

ca for que caeiseres | quehaceres

v for b travajo | trabajo

j for g jente | gente

x for etc. exetera | etcetera

dropping an h asta | hasta, ablar | hablar, aogar | ahogar, acer | hacer

adding letters aguitarme | agitarme, muncho | mucho

Figure 1

·
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6. Take Your Time and Come Back

to the Text

Sometimes taking a break from the

task for a few hours or days can give

you a fresh perspective. It is

astounding how our minds continue to

solve puzzles passively while we

simultaneously take on other tasks. In

keeping with the power of the mind, I

have found that sometimes first

impressions of apparently illegible

words turn out to be quite valid.

7. Electronic Personal Glossaries

While it is time consuming, we can

and should create our own glossaries.

Once created, if you can read a few

letters or a word that appears in the

glossary, you can search the glossary

using those character strings. This has

been particularly useful to me, and the

whole of our working group, when

looking for medications. For example,

if I can make out the letters “pril” at

the end of the name of a medication,

but not the beginning of the name, I

can search my prescription glossary

looking for all medications ending

with those four letters. In my case, I

find cilazapril, enalapril, fosinopril,
accupril, quinapril, captopril, lisino-
pril, prindopril, benazepril, monopril,
perindopril, and ramipril. Hopefully,

the list of actual medications will help

me determine the first part of the

drug’s name.

8. Consult Colleagues

If you cannot read something,

maybe someone else can. The col-

league you consult may also be aware

of the kind of word expected in the

context of the rest of the job.

Interestingly, even considering asking

for a consultation many times has pro-

vided me with the extra input to solve

my own problem.

9. Do Not Give Up! You Can Do It!

Believe you can! Persevere! Go

with your instincts! Sometimes I have

actually seen the word but did not

trust myself or did not know enough

about the subject to recognize that the

word was correct. Be patient and

enjoy the puzzle.

10. Keep an Open Mind

Spanish, English, and Latin words,

phrases, and abbreviations may all be

used by a doctor in a single text. This

use of multiple languages seems to be

especially common in documents

from Puerto Rico and Mexican states

along the border.

11. Know What to Expect

When I first started to translate

handwritten medical material, I was

often astounded by the way my

mentor could sometimes recognize

text that I could not instantly. It was

almost like some kind of magic or a

card trick that you see happen but

cannot quite understand. Over time, I

have come to realize that the skill was

not really as much magical as it was

empirical. The resident expert had

seen a lot of medical material, both

handwritten and typewritten, and

knew what to expect in any given type

of report. The depth and breadth of a

translator’s knowledge are most fully

tested in handwritten material. There

is no substitute for a working knowl-

edge of commonly occurring termi-

nology and expressions, pathological

processes, medications, symbols and

abbreviations, and formats.

Special Considerations 
When is Text “Illegible”? If all tech-

niques have failed, including con-

sulting colleagues, we have no choice

but to note that a word or words are

illegible. That said, the decision to

admit defeat and mark text as illegible

can vary depending on some other

parameters. In situations where we are

bound by a deadline and do not have

the luxury of consulting colleagues, we

have to make decisions based on the

cost effectiveness of investing more

time on a few words. We also have to

make a judgment as to the significance

of the untranslated text. My greatest

difficulty comes when it is clear from

the context that the hard-to-decipher

text is in fact critical, such as a diag-

nostic impression. When a mistransla-

tion can have severe repercussions, we

have to exercise judgment and err on

the side of caution. It is better to admit

we are unsure of a key word or phrase

and use a translator’s note to clarify

our uncertainty than to make an edu-

cated “guess” in such situations.

How to Handle Illegible Text:

Inevitably, there will be occasions when,

even with all your best effort, a word or

words remain illegible. I have seen this

treated in several different ways:

• A question mark within brackets

is placed immediately after the

illegible text. For example: [?]. It is

dangerous to follow this practice

because the reader may not be sure

if the question mark was made by

the original author of the text or 

the translator.

• The word “illegible” within

brack ets is placed in the area of

the illegible text. For example:

[Illegible]. 

• The translator places an asterisk

after the illegible word and makes

a best guess at the word or letters

and adds an explanation in a trans-

lators note. For example [Trans -

lator’s Note: The “tr” is clear but

the rest of the word is illegible.]

Translating Handwritten Spanish-to-English Medical Texts: Seeing What Others Cannot Continued 
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Signatures: The presence or absence

of a signature is very important. Some

documents are not considered valid

without a signature, so it should always

be noted if present. If the name is leg-

ible it should be typewritten. If the sig-

nature or rubric is illegible, some

translators simply indicate that the text

was signed with [Signed] while others

will use [Signed – Illegible] and still

others [Signed] [Illegible].

Handwriting on Typewritten Text:

Handwritten text may appear within a

typewritten document. Sometimes the

physician wants to add information to

emphasize a finding or clarify an

instruction, sometimes an unknown

person may offer his or her own “trans-

lation” of the text, or perhaps patients

themselves may note information. It is

important not to forget that the text has

been annotated, even if you cannot be

sure who made the annotation. The text

should be translated and a translator’s

note should clarify what occurs in the

text. All underlined, highlighted, cir-

cled, or boldfaced text on the original

should be acknowledged.

Software and Handwritten Text:

There have been multiple attempts to

develop tablet computers and personal

digital assistants that incorporate the

ability to read handwriting and digitalize

it. While a great deal of progress has

been made, it has been difficult to teach

tablets to “read” even the handwriting of

the tablet owners. While functional for

some purposes, it has generally proven

more efficient to use a keyboard. The

difficulty of accurately deciphering

handwritten text from random individ-

uals has not yet been surmounted.

Final Thoughts
Even the most sophisticated optical

character reader would be challenged

to decipher some of the handwritten

material on which I have worked. The

human brain not only recognizes, but

also imagines and draws from experi-

ence to interpolate missing informa-

tion. The translation of handwritten

text, especially text that is difficult to

read, is very likely to remain a human

endeavor as opposed to a computerized

one for quite some time, and a special-

ization in which we can take pride.

When a mistranslation can have severe repercussions,
we have to exercise judgment and err on 

the side of caution.
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In 1988, I was a graduate

student in Constance, West Germany.

The Seoul Olympics were upon us. I

would compromise on anything as

long as I did not miss the men’s 100-

meter dash final, the long-awaited

confrontation between the legendary

Carl Lewis and the Jamaican-turned-

Canadian Ben Johnson. 

The television in my dorm room

had been found on the street two days

prior in a popular German exchange

tradition called Sperrmül. This is

where you take all the stuff you no

longer want and put it on the curb so

that passersby can look through it and

take whatever they want. 

The television in question was a

battered black and white 14-incher,

but, much to my surprise, it worked

fine. Just for half an hour, though. At

the end of 30 minutes the circuitry

heated up and the image got fuzzy. A

few seconds more and it all spiraled

into an indistinct vortex, with the

sound soon going out as well. At that

point, the television had to be turned

off and left to cool for another half an

hour. 

In time, I devised an ingenious

way to keep abreast of the news and

follow at least the Formula 1 races. I

would switch the television on and off

at timed 30-minute intervals. With the

help of the precisely-timed airings for

German television programs, I did just

fine. That is, until the 100-meter

Olympic final, when the schedule went

south and there was no telling when the

race would start. I prayed that my 30-

minute allowance would hold long

enough. It did not. The athletes were

barely off their starting blocks when the

image of the racetrack merged into an

indecipherable, soundless contrail. I

spent the rest of the night, several time

zones away, desperately turning the

clunky channel knob for 30 minutes at a

time, all to no avail. 

Competitive Advantage 
Back in the day, a sprinter’s reac-

tion time—that is, how fast the racer

reacts to the firing of the gun—was

believed to be a genetic trait. Ben

Johnson was obviously gifted in that

regard and spring-loaded ahead of his

adversaries. But I could bet all my

chips that Carl Lewis would eventu-

ally recover the lost terrain and over-

take the Canadian, who looked too

bulky to be fast.  

In high performance sports, suc-

cess is a rather predictable business. A

simple test of an athlete’s muscle

fibers will indicate clearly the disci-

plines at which he or she will excel.

Champions are selected with great

care early on, in a process that

involves popularization and meticu-

lous screening.

When I later transitioned from fit-

ness to interpreting, I thought it only

natural that the same logic would apply.

I tended to believe that great interpreters

were born and privileged by a fully

multilingual upbringing, with two or

more languages occurring naturally and

effortlessly. In my mind, a top-notch

interpreter would necessarily have been

born into a fully bilingual environment.

Success required a natural yet absolute

mastery of one’s working languages

without a trace of accent. The ability to

interpret simultaneously was, just like

the sprinter’s reaction time, a geneti-

cally encoded, unalterable attribute. Or

so I thought.

My subsequent career as a trainer

of interpreters would soon disprove

this theory. As soon became evident,

the notion that interpreting results

from innate talent is just the first of a

series of misconceptions about the

trade. In a training environment, can-

didates with perfect linguistic creden-

tials tend to have the most difficulty

getting past the first exercises. While

they rely on a vocabulary that is far

more complete than that of their

peers, they tend to be too demanding

of themselves and come to expect a

Ignorance Is Strength
By Ewandro Magalhães
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level of performance that is simply

unattainable for someone just starting

out. Their frustration mounts when

the next classmate in the interpreting

booth does surprisingly well despite

many perceived shortcomings. 

Uncooking the Soup
Humans are competitive by nature,

but our self-knowledge is always lim-

ited. The better our skills, and our

awareness of such skills, the greater

our self-imposed demands. Upon real-

izing one’s comparative edge—say,

one’s fully bilingual abilities—it is

easy to feel overwhelmed by the

weight of the responsibility to per-

form at a superior level. With that

responsibility comes fear, and per-

formance suffers. 

But there is more involved here. An

interesting process goes on inside the

fully bilingual mind. In time, different

languages and cultural experiences

blend into one another in a seamless

flow. The many semantic constructs,

and the different rational and emo-

tional responses elicited by each,

eventually fuse into a melting pot of

common experience. Objects simply

go by different names, in different lan-

guages, but their labels are not thought

of in terms of equivalences. In a fully

bilingual mind, what we would call

“interpreting” occurs naturally, in an

unconscious exercise that will later

make the process seem rather artificial

when one has to interpret purposefully

and look for synonyms. 

Now, for those of us who learned a

foreign language through conscious

effort, there will always be the percep-

tion of two distinct worlds: our own

and that of others. While they touch one

another, they never fully intersect.

Communication then becomes an accu-

mulation of linguistic and metalin-

guistic mechanisms, with much

attention given to gestures and subtle

intonation changes. This usually leads

to greater reliance on ancillary inputs

such as body language, and to a more

proficient use of less language-

dependent coping tactics such as seg-

mentation, delaying the response, or

reconstructing meaning from the con-

text.1 With the right personality and

hard work, such a process, although

equally unconscious, may work to

one’s advantage in the interpreting

booth. 

On the surface, this analysis may

seem obvious or common sense, but it

lends itself to rather interesting infer-

ences. The frontier between language

and cognition is still fuzzy, with little

consensus so far as to what comes

first—speech or thought. Despite this

lack of conclusiveness, it seems clear

that such things as our personalities,

emotional reactions, prejudices, and

how we view the world are, in great

part, defined by the cultures in which

we were raised. And the way in which

we acquired our languages will

greatly determine our inflexibilities,

the ability to improvise, and our infor-

mality or formality. Just as the use of

our thumbs and our dexterity differenti-

ated us from other primates, gradually

allowing us tactile and manipu lative

experiences that would create new

synaptic pathways and ultimately

enhance our cognitive potential, so,

too, our speech and the virtues or lim-

itations of our languages configure

and discipline our way of thinking

and how we function.

For most of us, white is a well-

defined color, or the plain absence

thereof, the opposite of black. Yet for

an Inuit, whose surroundings are most

always snowy, white is a continuum

of numerous shades, each carrying a

specific label and triggering a lin-

guistic and emotional reaction of its

own. For different yet comparable

reasons, some African desert tribes

will have no word for green, but six

names for red. What for most

Westerners is an insipid linguistic

attribute, a bland adjective, to an Inuit

or a speaker of a Tuareg language

requires the mastery of a far vaster

vocabulary, with sensorial and

rational implications that are literally
visible. 

Language acquisition is an individ-

ualized process with a collective

counterpoint where our choices are

validated or refuted by our environ-

ment and labeled as “successes” or

“failures” depending on how high

they score vis-à-vis a common repos-

itory of cultural references. These ref-

erences transcend the mere linguistic

realm. For example, Caucasians usu-

ally think of a zebra as a white animal

with black stripes, but a native

African may see it as a white-striped

black horse. A person born and raised

in the U.S. will understand the practi-

cality of killing two birds with one

stone, but a Brazilian like me will def-

initely picture two rabbits being

struck dead by a single blow of a club. 

Choices of this sort tend to occur

naturally, without much conscious

elaboration. Yet, as interpreters ·

The notion that interpreting results from innate talent 
is just the first of a series of misconceptions 

about the trade.
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or translators, irrespective of our

bilingualism, several of these concep-

tual and linguistic cross references

need to be deconstructed. An opposite

process is set in motion, forcing us to

retrace our steps and undo associa-

tions made long ago. We must see the

world again through two distinct sets

of lenses, which, in the case of bilin-

guals, had merged long ago. In a cer-

tain way, we need to unlearn. 

This concept cannot help but bring

to mind Winston Smith, the main char-

acter in George Orwell’s 1984, over-

whelmed by the cruelty of a world

where truth and lie were relative

notions and where “stupidity was as

necessary as intelligence, and as diffi-

cult to attain.” In a funny way, in inter-

preting, as in the surreal Orwellian

world, ignorance is strength, too. 

Beyond the Edge
It is great to rely on some compet-

itive advantage, whether it be a privi-

leged reaction time if you are a

sprinter, or a prodigious memory if

you are an interpreter. However, to

keep ahead of the curve and sustain

your lead without fear, you need more

than just a head start. 

The morning after my sleepless

night in Constance, the Südkurier, the

local newspaper, featured a photo of

Ben Johnson crossing the finish line,

his arm provocatively raised in vic-

tory while still in motion. A new

world record had been set: 9:79 sec-

onds. But to everyone’s dismay,

Johnson tested positive for perform-

ance-enhancing drugs a few hours

after the race. 

As it turns out, our competitive

edge, whatever it is, will carry us only

halfway. The home stretch will

always require much sweat, dedica-

tion, and, of course, fair play. 

Despite his head start, Johnson’s

success was short-lived. He had to

surrender his medal to his rival and

was banned from sports for life. The

flying Canadian, the Big Ben as they

used to call him, and the second-best

sprinter in the world was turned off

and left to cool. Just like my cheap

television set.

Note
1. For a description of these and

other coping tactics see pages 191-

201 of Daniel Gile’s Basic Con cepts
and Models for Inter preter and
Trans lator Training (Amsterdam:

John Benjamins Publishing Com -

pany, 1995).

Pinker, Steven. The Language Instinct, How the Mind Creates Language
(HarperCollins, 2000). 

Berlitz, Charles. Native Tongues (Castle Books, 2009). 

Bertone, Laura E. The Hidden Side of Babel (Argentina: Evolucion, 2006). 

Additional Reading

Our competitive edge, whatever it is, 
will carry us only halfway.

Ignorance Is Strength Continued 
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(The following appeared in the Winter
2011 issue of The Interpreters Voice,
the newsletter of ATA’s Interpreters
Division.) 

Regardless of the venue
in which we provide our services as

interpreters, one of our most critical

duties is to preserve the privacy of the

information we learn about those we

serve. Professional codes and stan-

dards from such organizations as the

National Association of Judiciary

Interpreters and Translators,1 ATA,2

and the Judicial Council of California3

have taken great care to highlight the

importance of confidentiality, often

taking matters a step further by pro-

viding practical examples and pitfalls

that benefit new and seasoned inter-

preters alike. This article outlines just

a few examples of such pitfalls from

criminal court and offers some

thoughts on how to avoid the slippery

slope leading to inadvertently

divulging information that is subject

to attorney-client privilege and gen-

eral privacy standards.

I would venture to assert that just

about anyone who studies inter-

preting, and perhaps even those who

do not, can embrace the importance of

preserving confidentiality in this pro-

fession. Moreover, these individuals

are likely capable of explaining the

concept of confidentiality in great

detail. Of course, the basic message

behind the standard is “don’t,” and I

truly believe that professional inter-

preters have a phenomenal reputation

for strict adherence to this rule.

Perhaps some find it very easy; others

likely find it more of a challenge,

while still others may not realize they

have broken the rule. My experi- ·

Toward a Quieter Code of Silence:
Upholding the Ethical Standard of Confidentiality

By Jennifer De La Cruz
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Toward a Quieter Code of Silence Continued 

ence is that some settings are simply

conducive to the casual divulging of

information, whereas others represent

such a stringent, guarded environment

that the interpreter hardly wants to

utter a salutation, let alone improperly

reveal a secret. That said, how can we

as professionals ensure that our duty

to avoid breaking a veritable “code of

silence” is upheld regardless of our

surroundings?

What Information?
As we will see below, it is not

really a matter of defining what infor-

mation should be kept confidential.

Instead, we need to treat all informa-

tion, whether public or privileged, as

something to protect, even if just to

develop good habits that can be

applied across the board. Considering

that interpreters are expected to main-

tain neutrality, which is another topic

altogether, avoiding unnecessary dis-

cussions about case information can

promote impartiality.

Unintended Recipients
Jurors and opposing counsel most

likely come to mind when we think of

the players in the criminal court

system with whom we make an extra

effort to avoid sharing confidential

information. However, even if we

never expressly reveal information

directly to these or other participants

in a criminal case, we need to

remember that even the most unsus-

pecting walls can have ears. Consider

these scenarios:

• Counsel overhears interpreters

conferring cheerfully about the

fact that their trial has only two

more defense witnesses, after

which they will be done for the

day. This is information learned

during an attorney-client confer-

ence, and the opposing counsel

did not intend to reveal the wit-

ness lineup at that point. 

• A member of a jury is waiting

down the hall from her assigned

courtroom when two interpreters

approach a nearby doorway, com-

menting about their colleague’s

experience on the witness stand

on that juror’s case. Furthermore,

the juror overhears the inter-

preters expressing personal view-

points about how such cases

should end in a particular verdict.

• Interpreters at lunch discuss the

questioning of a witness. They try

to keep their conversation discreet

by speaking in their non-English

language, but are overheard by

family members of the victim in

that case who speak that language.

These family members had been

excluded from the proceedings as

potential witnesses. 

Fortunately, as a staff interpreter at

the Superior Court of California, poli-

cies and procedures implemented and

enforced by Human Resources on the

subject of confidentiality do a great

service by periodically reminding

employees to be aware of situations like

those above. However, because inter-

preters do become privy to an open

exchange of information between the

parties in the cases on which they work,

the limitations on how and where infor-

mation is revealed can become fuzzy.

The walls surrounding the clerk’s

office, for example, could serve as a

great reminder for clerk staff to uphold

a strict code of silence when stepping

outside. However, as interpreters we

work right in the middle of the ebb and

flow of the judicial process, providing

services to a variety of players, with no

walls to remind us of where to exercise

self-restraint.

Making Confidentiality a
Purposeful Habit

When we think of the most highly

respected attorneys in our courthouse,

it is likely that those who come to

mind take the importance of confiden-

tiality to the highest level, ensuring at

all times that even the most minimum

discussions regarding cases occur

behind closed doors. Interpreters may

work in courthouses that have varying

proportions of attorneys who fit this

profile, and even within an individual

court there may be variations between

departments or levels of offense.

As an officer of the court, the profes-

sional conduct of interpreters is meas-

ured by a similar standard. As

facilitators of communication, it may

seem counterintuitive to limit the

exchange of information. The close

friendships and valuable sounding

boards we have in our colleagues can

contribute further to making strict limi-

tations less second nature. Some habits,

however, can be developed with a pur-

poseful aim to prevent slip-ups that can

cause not only uncomfortable situations

but true miscarriages of justice. Here

are a few practices to keep in mind: 

• It goes without saying that there

should be a firm conviction that

need-to-know discussions about

cases are off-limits when there

is any risk whatsoever that they

would not be kept strictly confi-

dential.

• Within the confidential environ-

ment, when discussing termi-

nology or even other matters

that can help interpreters better

perform their duties, restrict the

information. Think carefully

about whether the information

could be shared at such a time

when it cannot easily be con-

nected to any particular matter.
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• Adopt a more neutral perception

regarding cases by avoiding per-

sonalization and nicknames

(“the Smith matter” instead of

“my murder case”). This can

help avoid the temptation to

hold unnecessary discussions

about the case.

• When interpreting even the

most innocent of information,

make it a habit to keep an

extremely low voice. This may

not always seem necessary, but

making it a constant practice

makes it second nature to pro-

tect all information.

Debriefings
As we consider the suggestions

above, we must keep in mind that inter-

preters are often in grave need of

expressing pent-up emotions and

sharing experiences with colleagues.

Remember, making it a habit to pre-

serve confidentiality does not preclude

interpreters from participating in appro-

priate debriefings. The key is to pause

and reflect, and find the time, place, and

even the person that is most appropriate

for this purpose. In the professional

environment, there is no place for

gossip or mindless chatting for enter-

tainment purposes. Developing strict

habits regarding confidentiality can

assist in avoiding any temptation to use

debriefings too liberally. As Roman his-

torian Quintus Curtius Rufus put it,

“Habit is stronger than nature.”4

Merriam-Webster defines a habit

as “a behavior pattern acquired by fre-

quent repetition or physiologic expo-

sure that shows itself in regularity or

increased facility of performance.”5 

When we think about our profession

as interpreters, it is one thing to pride

ourselves in having strong ethical

standards regarding confidentiality. It

is something different to practice

upholding these standards even in the

most difficult of circumstances.

Despite any behaviors we may per-

ceive by others in our daily encounters,

purposefully adopting habits that are

stricter than what may seem necessary

can be the key to protection against

divulging information. Further, if our

confidentiality practices are ever called

into question, we will have no doubt as

to whether or not something we are pur-

ported to have said could possibly have

been heard either directly or indirectly

by an unintended listener.

Notes
1. “[…] Canon 3. Confidentiality:

Privileged or confidential infor-

mation acquired in the course of

interpreting or preparing a trans-

lation shall not be disclosed 

by the interpreter without

authorization.” Code of Ethics

and Professional Responsibilities

(National Association of Judiciary

Interpreters and Translators),

www.najit.org/about/NAJITCode

ofEthicsFINAL.pdf.

2. “[…] C. I will safeguard the inter-

ests of my clients as my own and

divulge no confidential informa-

tion.” Former Code of Profes-

sional Conduct and Business

Practices (American Translators

Association), www.atanet.org/cer

tification/online_ethics_code.php.

3. The Professional Standards and

Ethics for California Court

Interpreters dedicates a section to

Rule 2.890(d) of the California

Rules of Court, “An interpreter

must not disclose privileged com-

munications between counsel and

client to any person.” www.court

info.ca.gov/rules/index.cfm?title

=two&linkid=rule2_890.

4. en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quintus

_Curtius_Rufus.

5. www.merriam-webster.com/

dictionary/habit.

Making it a habit to preserve confidentiality does not
preclude interpreters from participating in 

appropriate debriefings.
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directed to judy.jenner@entrepreneuriallinguist.com.

Judy Jenner is a Spanish and German translator
in Las Vegas, Nevada, where she runs Twin
Translations with her twin sister. She is also the
vice-president of the Nevada Interpreters and
Translators Association. She hosts the popular
translation blog, Translation Times 
(www.translationtimes.blogspot.com). You can
also find her at www.entrepreneuriallinguist.com.

The Entrepreneurial Linguist   Judy Jenner 
judy.jenner@
entrepreneurial
linguist.comCan You Translate at My

Deposition?
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I recently went to a deposition

with six lawyers, and not one of them

knew the difference between an inter-

preter and a translator. These are edu-

cated folks, but they just have not

been taught about our profession.

After I explained the difference

between the two terms, everyone was

very pleased to know the distinction.

Immediately following this, the court

recorder proceeded to swear me in as

a “court translator.” I issued a correc-

tion for the record. 

I know that I am preaching to the

choir here. If you are reading this, you

already know the difference between

an interpreter and a translator. The

problem is that the general public, and

even leading media in this country

and elsewhere, do not know the dif-

ference. We need to fix that. I am not

suggesting we throw tomatoes at

those who get it wrong, but the ques-

tions is, why can’t the media and the

public get it right? I would say that

one possible answer is because we as

professionals have not done enough to

educate non-linguists on this impor-

tant difference.

Part of the professionalization of

our industry should include telling the

public about what distinguishes an

interpreter from a translator. Hope -

fully this will lead to our industry get-

ting increasingly recognized for what

it is—an integral part of global com-

munications. If every one of the

10,000 plus members of ATA made

one phone call or sent one e-mail, just

imagine what kind of an impact we

could have?  

I recently explained the difference

in a brief e-mail to National Public

Radio’s All Things Considered. I

wrote: “A translator works with the

written word, while an interpreter

works with the spoken word.” My e-

mail made it all the way to former

NPR Chief Executive Officer Vivian

Schiller, who actually started her

career as a Russian interpreter. Thanks

to the help and support provided by

Corinne McKay, ATA’s Public

Relations Committee chair, NPR

quickly issued an on-air correction.

Imagine if we all contacted our local

newspapers whenever we saw the

terms used incorrectly. The more

public attention our profession gets,

the better our profession’s image and

reputation. An excellent first step

toward educating the public is to have

a copy of ATA’s client education

brochure, Translation: Getting It Right,
on file ready to send when the need

arises (www.atanet.org/publications/

getting_it_right.php).

So here is my request to you. If you

see, hear, or read the terms interpreter

or translator misused, take action and

write a quick e-mail or make a phone

call. The difference between a trans-

lator and an interpreter might not be

monumental, but it is important. For

instance, bookkeepers are not account-

ants, even though they both work with

numbers. As linguists, we should be

our own best advocates. Look at your-

self as a one-person public relations

team ready to rid the world of the

translator/interpreter usage mistake.

You might increase our profession’s

profile in the process, and that is

always a very good thing. 

Yahoo! Business
Discussion Group

ATA members can discuss business issues online
at the following Yahoo! group:
http://finance.groups.yahoo.com/
group/ata_business_practices. You will
need to register with Yahoo! (at no charge) if
you have not already done so, and provide
your full name and ATA member number in
order to join the group.

In 1959, a small group of individuals in the translation business sat
down at lunch and began a professional organization called the American
Translators Association. What happened next? Find out that and more in the
Association’s 50th anniversary commemorative book, American Translators
Association: A Professional Journey. To order: www.atanet.org/publications.
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American Translators
Association:  

A Professional Journey
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Internet blogs are rich sources of information for
translators and interpreters. They allow users to post
questions, exchange ideas, network, and read news
and commentary on a specific subject. The topics
featured in this column are actual blog postings 
concerning issues pertinent to your colleagues in 
the field today. For more blog listings, visit
www.atanet.org/careers/blog_trekker.php.

Blog Trekker  Freelancers: Four
Tips to Tweet Your
Way To New
Translation Clients

(Posted on January 15, 2011 by
Catherine Jan on catherinetranslates,
http://catherinetranslates.com)

I had heard of freelancers

landing jobs through LinkedIn,

Facebook, and Twitter, but was not sure

how much was made up and mythical.

Well, no more suspension of disbelief

here, because it actually happened to

@TranslateTrad (my Twitter user-

name).

Backtrack to Tuttle Paris
I met with the Tuttle Paris group in

November. Lilian Mahoukou rounded

us up to talk about social media and

branding. My interest was promptly

piqued, since I would like to translate

(and sometimes transcreate) not only

websites, but Facebook pages, LinkedIn

company profiles, slides hares (my

dream), blog posts, and, why not, Twit -

ter tweets. I would also like to get my

own name out there using social media.

Our discussion, as interesting as it

was, did not lead me to my client

directly. Maxime Souillat, another

attendee, is responsible. (Maxime is also

known as @beaucouplus on Twitter.)

One of Maxime’s Twitter contacts

tweeted a request for a French-to-

English U.S. translator. (Okay, I am

Canadian, but I did grow up 45 min-

utes from Buffalo.) Maxime suggested

@TranslateTrad. After this, came a

direct message on Twitter. Then an e-

mail. Then a phone call. Then a quote.

Then an in-person meeting. Then a

translation assignment. I lucked out

because the client’s website material

was right up my alley.

My Advice for 
Finding Clients on Twitter

If you would like to get new clients

using Twitter, I recommend four things:

1. Tweet about translation. Anyone

who is thinking of hiring you will

skim down your last 20 tweets. So

tweet something useful. When I first

made contact with my client, I looked

at my recent tweets and felt reassured.

My tweets were mostly about web

writing, translation, and marketing. I

did not tweet about my guinea pig.

2. Follow people who work in your

industry to see what they are tweeting

about. If you specialize in chocolate,

follow the chocolatiers. If you spe-

cialize in wind energy, follow the wind

experts. Keep an eye on recent develop-

ments and possibly “join the conversa-

tion” using Twitter’s Reply feature.

3. Tweet out your homemade trans-

lation-related blog entries, newslet-

ters, glossaries, and punctuation

guides. Give. And do not be shy about

the fact that you eat, sleep, breathe,

and tweet translation.

4. Meet your tweeps. Whether we are

talking about a twitter referral or any

other kind of word-of-mouth recom-

mendation, people are more likely to

pass on your name if they have met

you in real life. A handshake is worth

a thousand retweets.

shop.star-group.net

Transit NXT – just what
you need, when you
need it!
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American Foundation for Translation and Interpretation:
Help Yourself by Supporting the Professions 

The American Foundation for Translation and Interpretation (AFTI), a

501(c)(3) charitable organization, was established to help translation

and interpreting professionals preserve their history, assist in their

present work, and stimulate research and scholarship. 

Give something back to the professions. Please make a tax-deductible

contribution to AFTI today. 

Send your check, payable to AFTI, to:

American Foundation for Translation and Interpretation 

c/o American Translators Association 

225 Reinekers Lane, Suite 590 

Alexandria, VA 22314 

October 26-29, 2011
American Translators Association 

52nd Annual Conference
Boston, MA

www.atanet.org/conf/2011
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Send your news to Jeff Sanfacon at
jeff@atanet.org or American Translators Association, 225
Reinekers Lane, Suite 590, Alexandria, VA 22314.Member News

• Gabe Bokor and Catherine Bokor

have sold Accurapid Translation

Services, a business they have owned

for 33 years in Poughkeepsie, New

York. The Bokors now join the rank

of freelance translators. Accurapid

will continue to operate under the

same name, but under the ownership

and management of Eduardo

Hermosilla and Alice Santiamagro,

both former employees of Accurapid. 

• Mark Herman and Ronnie Apter

had their translation of Bedrich

Smetana’s Czech comic opera The
Bartered Bride performed at

Lawrence University in Appleton,

Wisconsin, in February, and an

article on retranslating that same

opera published in Translation
Review #79. They were also invited

guest speakers at the 2010 Con -

ference of the Carolina Associ ation

of Translators and Interpreters and

at the Inter national Conference on

Music, Poetry, and Translation at

Barnard College in New York City.

• Diana Rhudick was the winner of

the International Federation of

Translators Translation Technology

Committee’s lucky draw for freeware

tips. The freeware that Diana recom-

mends is IntelliWebSearch, which

allows the user to highlight a term in

the source language being translated

and to look it up on several websites

at the same time. 

• The following ATA members

were elected to the board of direc-

tors of the Carolina Association

of Trans lators and Interpreters:

Javier Castillo (director); Michael

Collins (director); and John Milan

(vice-president).

New Books on ATA’s Publications List

The Entrepreneurial Linguist
By Judy A. Jenner and Dagmar V. Jenner

While there are no true secrets to running a successful 
translation or interpreting business, learning to think like an
entrepreneur plays a big part in making it happen. 

In The Entrepreneurial Linguist, ATA members Judy and Dagmar
Jenner teach freelancers the strategies that make entrepreneur-
ship worthwhile. From “The $10 Website” to “The Art of
Getting an Introduction,” the book offers a step-by-step guide to
building a successful small business. 

Buy Online: ATA Member $25 | Non-Member $35

The Prosperous Translator: 
Advice from Fire Ant and Worker Bee

Compiled and Edited by Chris Durban

With more than 50 years of combined experience in the transla-
tion business, “Fire Ant” and “Worker Bee”—the alter egos of
translators Chris Durban and Eugene Seidel—have offered 
no-nonsense advice since 1998.  

In a quarterly column published in the Translation Journal, the duo
has addressed everything from successfully navigating the free-
lance/agency divide and finding direct clients to mastering office
clutter. Now, The Prosperous Translator brings it all together in one
place. From translation company owners to students just starting
out, readers will find the advice provided invaluable.

Buy Online: ATA Member $25 | Non-Member $35

For a complete list of ATA’s publications and to order, please visit 
www.atanet.org/publications

^
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Dubravka Alic  
Belgrade, Serbia

Andy P. Lemminger  
Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Anna Vining-Meredith  
Santa Cruz, CA 

Luciano O. Monteiro    
Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil 

Eugenia Preston   
Beaverton, OR 

Emma S. Trollerud   
Miami, FL

Sonia M. Wichmann    
Berkeley , CA 

Active and Corresponding Membership Review 
Congratulations! The Active Membership Review Committee is pleased to grant active or corresponding status to:

ATA Certification Exam Information
Upcoming Exams

All candidates applying for ATA certification must provide proof that they
meet the certification program eligibility requirements. Please direct all
inquiries regarding general certification information to ATA Headquarters at
+1-703-683-6100. Registration for all certification exams should be made
through ATA Headquarters. All sittings have a maximum capacity and 
admission is based on the order in which registrations are received. 
Forms are available from ATA’s website or from Headquarters. 

California
La Jolla
September 10, 2011
Registration Deadline:
August 26, 2011

San Francisco
July 31, 2011
Registration Deadline:
July 15, 2011

District of Columbia
Washington, DC
August 7, 2011
Registration Deadline:
July 22, 2011

Georgia
Decatur
August 27, 2011
Registration Deadline:
August 12, 2011

Massachusetts
Boston
2 Sittings
October 29, 2011
Registration Deadline:
October 14, 2011

Michigan
Novi
August 13, 2011
Registration Deadline:
July 29, 2011

Nebraska
Omaha
August 6, 2011
Registration Deadline:
July 22, 2011

Nevada
Reno
August 20, 2011
Registration Deadline:
August, 5, 2011

Puerto Rico
San Juan
July 16, 2011
Registration Deadline:
July 1, 2011

Tennessee
Nashville
September 11, 2011
Registration Deadline:
August 18, 2011

Texas
Austin
July 16, 2011
Registration Deadline:
July 1, 2011

Utah
Provo
July 30, 2011
Registration Deadline:
July 15, 2011

Argentina
Buenos Aires
August 6, 2011
Registration Deadline:
July 22, 2011

Canada
August 13, 2011
Ottawa
Registration Deadline:
July 29, 2011
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Tuttle Chinese-English
Dictionary

Author: 
Li Dong

Publisher: 
Tuttle Publishing 

Publication date: 
2009

Number of pages/entries: 
271 pages; 18,000 entries

ISBN: 
978-0-8048-3991-4

Price: 
$29.95

Available from: 
Tuttle Publishing
http://peripluspublishinggroup.com/tuttle

Reviewed by: 
Yi Yuan

The Tuttle Chinese-English Dic -
tion ary was designed specifically for

English speakers studying or working

with the Chinese language. The fol-

lowing characteristics make this dic-

tionary an excellent, easy-to-use

reference for the target audience:

• Uses blue ink for simplified

Chinese headwords.

• Uses bold for the Chinese Pinyin

(headwords in blue, with example

sentences in black).

• Uses italics for English translations. 

• Contains over 8,000 example sen-

tences with Pinyin and English

translations.

• Includes blue boxes containing notes

about a selected term’s register,

grammar and usage, historical/ency-

clopedic information, or pronuncia-

tion in a particular context.

• Includes corresponding traditional

Chinese characters where applicable. 

• Includes any measure words a

noun usually takes.

• Includes the 5,000+ words found

in the Chinese Proficiency

Examination, China’s national

standardized test to assess the

Chinese language proficiency of

non-native speakers. 

Components 
Li Dong’s Tuttle Chinese-English

Dictionary consists of four parts. 

1. “Introducing Chinese”: This is

the first part of the dictionary, where

the author provides a brief explana-

tion of the sound system, the writing

system, and the basic grammatical

features of the Chinese language. Of

particular interest is the list of 85 fre-

quently used Chinese measure words.

As those familiar with the language

would know, measure words, or quan-

tifiers, are used along with numbers to

define the quantity of a given object,

or with demonstratives such as “this”

and “that” to identify specific objects.

Measure words are required whenever

a noun appears with a number (e.g.,

一 个 人 [yīgèrén] “a person”).

Different nouns may require different

measure words (e.g., 一 个 人
[yīgèrén] “a person” versus 一条狗
[yītiáogŏu] “a dog”). More than one

measure word may be used with a

given noun depending on the meaning

and context (e.g., 一个人 [yīgèrén] “a

person” versus 一群人 [yīqúnrén] “a

crowd of people” versus 一帮人
[yībāngrén] “a gang of people”). As

important as measure words are, they

are rarely included in Chinese refer-

ence books or dictionaries, and I

applaud Li Dong for taking the initia-

tive to provide them.1 

2. “Using the Dictionary”: In this sec-

tion, the author explains the components

of an entry. The reader can find informa-

tion on an entry’s pronunciation, word

formation, word class, traditional char-

acter (if applicable), definition(s), any

measure word(s) it takes (if applicable),

antonym(s), and common collocations.

Example sentences with English trans-

lations are also provided. Although

brief, this section walks the reader

through the steps to find a word easily

in the dictionary.  

3. Entries: The third and main part of

the dictionary contains its 18,000

entries, which will be discussed sepa-

rately.

4. Appendices: The appendices are

located on the last five pages. They

include 100 common Chinese family

names, 300 common English names

(with Chinese transcriptions), and

Chi nese place names (e.g., China’s

pro vinces and autonomous regions).

This information is useful but 

not indispensible. 

Dictionary Reviews     Peter A. Gergay
Compiled by 
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Content
The 18,000 entries (including char-

acters and compounds) of Li Dong’s

Tuttle Chinese-English Dictionary are

listed alphabetically in the Romanized

Pinyin form. Published in 2009, this

dictionary contains some recently

coined words that reflect the social, cul-

tural, and technological changes taking

place in China. Figure 1 lists the search

results for 10 relatively new terms and

how well Li Dong’s dictionary fares

compared to Google Translate

(http://translate.google.com) and the

authoritative two-volume Chinese-

English dictionary compiled by Wu

Guanghua.2

Figure 1 indicates that the Tuttle
Chinese-English Dictionary does indeed

appear to be more up to date than the

one edited by Wu Guanghua, although

Google Translate is the apparent

winner, with all 10 terms found. 

Another useful feature of Li Dong’s

dictionary is the encyclopedic informa-

tion it provides for some entries in the

form of notes. One example is the note

provided for the word 代 (“dynasty”)

on page 38: “The major Chinese

dynasties are 秦 Qín, 汉Hàn, 唐Táng,

宋Sòng, 元Yuán, 明Míng, and 清
Qīng.” Another example is the note

provided for the compound 居民委员
会 (“neighborhood committee”): “居
民委员会 (jūmín wĕiyuánhuì) is the

grassroots organization in Chinese

cities, under government supervision.

In colloquial Chinese it is shortened to

居委会 (jūwĕihuì) (p. 112).” Such

information can help the user to under-

stand certain culture-specific terms and

notions.  

Overall Evaluation 
Compared to other comprehensive

Chinese-English dictionaries such as

the two-volume dictionary compiled

by Wu Guanghua, which has over

430,000 entries, the Tuttle Chinese-
English Dictionary, with merely

18,000 entries printed on 271 pages,

can only cover a fraction of the mul-

tiple meanings and compounds of

most items listed. For example, the

word 商 (“to discuss” or “business”)

is only listed with two meanings and

12 compounds in Li Dong’s dic-

tionary, whereas the same word is

listed with five meanings and 73 com-

pounds in Wu Guanghua’s dictionary.

In addition, words that are written the

same way but have different pronun-

ciations depending on the context

should be cross-referenced (e.g., 行
[háng], as in 行业 [hángyè], meaning

“line” or “industry”; 行 [xíng], as in

行程 [xíngchéng], meaning “distance

traveled”). Unfortunately, a dictionary

on such a small scale can only do so

much for its users. With limitations

like these, the Tuttle Chinese-English
Dictionary is more useful for Chinese

learners than for professional linguists

or translators. 

Notes
1. One of the few exceptions is the

2008 Cheng & Tsui Chinese
Measure Word Dictionary: A
Chinese-English English-Chinese
Usage Guide, compiled by Jiqing

Fang and Michael Connelly and

published by Cheng & Tsui.

2. Wu, Guanghua. The Chinese-
English Dictionary (Shanghai:

Shanghai Jiaotong University

Press, 2002).

Term Found in Li
Dong? 

Found in Wu
Guanghua? 

Found in
Google

Translate?  

电脑 (computer) Yes Yes Yes

计算机 (computer) Yes Yes Yes

派对 (“party,” as in “birthday party”) Yes No Yes

酷 (“cool,” meaning “excellent”) Yes No Yes

互联网 (Internet) Yes No Yes

资讯科技/信息技术 (IT, or 
information technology) 

No No Yes

打造 (“to build,” as in 打造一
个和谐的社会, “to build a harmonious society”) 

No
Not with this 

meaning 
Yes

在线 (online) No Yes Yes

计算机辅助翻译 (computer-assisted 
translation, or CAT) 

No
No (although it has
“computer-assisted

management”) 
Yes

电子邮件 (e-mail) Yes No Yes 

Figure 1: Search Results of 10 Relatively New Terms

·
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Tuttle English-Chinese
Dictionary

Author: 
Li Dong

Publisher: 
Tuttle Publishing 

Publication date: 
2010

Number of pages/entries: 
368 pages; 40,000 entries

ISBN: 
978-0-8048-3992-1

Price: 
$29.95

Available from: 
Tuttle Publishing 
http://peripluspublishinggroup.com/tuttle

Reviewed by: 
Yi Yuan 

Li Dong’s Tuttle English-Chinese
Dictionary can be considered a com-

panion piece to his Tuttle Chinese-
English Dictionary. Both dictionaries

share the following features:

• Designed specifically for English

speakers who are learning Chinese.

• Use the same cover design and

binding.

• Use blue ink for headwords.

• Provide the Romanized Pinyin

forms for all Chinese characters,

words, and phrases. 

• Provide example sentences. 

• Include an introduction to Chinese

in the first section, where the

author provides a brief explanation

of the sound system, the writing

system, and the basic grammatical

features of the Chinese language.

Even the list of 85 measure words

provided in this section is the same

for both dictionaries.1

The Tuttle English-Chinese Dic -
tionary also has a few unique features

that are helpful to the target audience:

• Contains a section called “Explan -

atory Notes” at the beginning, where

the author explains the conventions

and features of the dictionary.

• Contains around 10,000 example

sentences with Chinese transla-

tions and Pinyin. 

• Provides measure words for

Chinese nouns that require

measure words other than the

default 个 (gè). 

• Provides appendices that include a

list of irregular English verbs, 300

common English names with

Chinese transcriptions, and U.S.

and world place names with

Chinese transcriptions.

• Provides irregular plural forms of

nouns and irregular past tense and

past participle forms of verbs. These

are listed after the noun or verb

headword and highlighted in bold. 

Unfortunately, the irregular compar-

ative and superlative forms of adjec-

tives are not provided, such as “bad,

worse, worst” or “good, better, best.”

This is usually included in other

Words Li Dong 2004 English-Chinese Dictionary

E-mail 电子邮件 diànzĭyóujiàn (translation of meaning)
伊妹儿 yī mèir (translation of sound)

电子邮件 diànzĭyóujiàn (translation of meaning)

Cool (meaning “good, excellent”) 好 hăo (translation of meaning)
棒 bàng (translation of meaning)
酷 kù (translation of sound)

美妙的 mĕimiàode (translation of meaning)
很好的 hĕnhăode (translation of meaning) 

Fan (meaning “an enthusiast”) 热情崇拜者 rèqíngchóngbàizhĕ (translation of meaning)
迷mí (translation of meaning)
粉丝 fĕnsī (translation of sound)

狂热爱好者 kuángrèàihàozhĕ (translation of meaning)
迷 mí (translation of meaning) 

Party (as in “birthday party”) 派对 pàiduì (translation of sound)
聚会 jùhuì (translation of meaning) 

聚会 jùhuì (translation of meaning) 

Mall (as in “shopping mall”) 购物中心 gòuwùzhōngxīn (translation of meaning) Not listed.

Figure 1: Up-To-Date Definitions

Dictionary Reviews Continued
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English-Chinese dictionaries, such as

the 2004 edition of the English-Chinese
Dictionary compiled by the English-

Chinese Dictionary Editorial Board.2

Content 
Now, let’s examine the dictionary to

see whether the few claims made by the

publisher on the back cover are correct. 

Claim 1: The dictionary provides

“up-to-date definitions” for over

40,000 entries. To check the accuracy

of this claim, I looked up the defini-

tions of five English words and com-

pared them with the definitions given

in the 2004 English-Chinese Dic -
tionary. (See Figure 1 on page 34.)

Figure 1 shows that while the Tuttle
English-Chinese Dictionary has included

the most updated and trendy definitions

for all five words (mostly in the form of a

sound translation or transliteration of the

original English word), the definitions

provided in the 2004 English-Chinese
Dictionary are all translations of

meaning. Therefore, Claim 1 is accurate. 

Claim 2: The entries include “the

latest vocabulary for business, tech-

nology, sports, and the media.”

Again, I compared the two diction-

aries to see which one includes the

five relatively new vocabulary items

listed in Figure 2.

Despite its smaller size, the Tuttle
English-Chinese Dictionary contains

all five words listed in Figure 2,

whereas none of these can be found in

the more comprehensive 2004

English-Chinese Dictionary, which

has over 60,000 entries.  

Claim 3: About 10,000 example sen-

tences are provided for commonly

used words, which are “idiomatic

and relevant to aspects of daily life in

China today.” Browsing through the

dictionary, I do feel that Li Dong does a

great job creating the example sen-

tences. However, contrary to the claim,

many of the examples are more rele-

vant to the daily lives of the world at

large than to “aspects of daily life in

China” specifically. For instance, the

example sentence for the word

“response” in the Tuttle English-
Chinese Dictionary—“The govern-

ment’s response to the crisis is thought

to be too slow.”—describes a situation

that can be applied to any country or

government. In contrast, the 2004

English-Chinese Dictionary gives “in

response to the Party’s call” to illustrate

the usage of “response,” which is an

outdated phrase but one specific to

China. Therefore, the publisher should

modify Claim 3 to say that the example

sentences are “idiomatic and relevant to

aspects of our daily lives in general.”

Overall Evaluation 
Li Dong’s Tuttle English-Chinese

Dictionary is a great reference book for

English speakers learning Chinese

because of its up-to-date content, its

great selection of example sentences,

and the inclusion of Pinyin for all

Chinese words used in the dictionary.

Beginning, intermediate, as well as

advanced students of the Chinese lan-

guage should have this dictionary by

their side. However, because of its

scope and limitations—such as the fact

that a much smaller number of defini-

tions is provided for words with mul-

tiple meanings and no encyclopedic

information is provided for any given

entry—this dictionary is more of a

learner’s dictionary than a useful tool

for professional linguists or translators. 

Notes
1. Please see my review of Li Dong’s

Tuttle Chinese-English Dictionary
for an explanation of Chinese

measure words. 

2. English-Chinese Dictionary Edito -

rial Board. The English-Chinese
Dictionary, New Edition (Beijing:

Commercial Press International,

Ltd., 2004).

Words Found in Li
Dong? 

Found in the 2004
English-Chinese

Dictionary?  

GPA Yes No 

Super Bowl Yes No 

Facebook Yes No 

Credit Report Yes No 

Text (as in
“a text 
message”) 

Yes  No 

Figure 2: Inclusion of Latest
Vocabulary 

Yi Yuan is an ATA-certified English→Chinese
translator and a part-time lecturer at the
University of New Mexico, Los Alamos. She
received her BA and MA in English from Yunnan
University in China, M. Phil in linguistics from
Cambridge University in England, and PhD in
linguistics from Indiana University. She has
taught English, Chinese, linguistics, technical
writing, and English as a second language at
the tertiary level in China, Singapore, and the
U.S. for over 25 years. Contact:
yiyuanjia@yahoo.com.

American Translators Association 
52nd Annual Conference

www.atanet.org/conf/2011
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Upcoming Events www.atanet.org/calendar/
Visit the ATA Calendar Online 

for a more comprehensive look at upcoming events.

June 10-11, 2011
Medical Interpreter Network of Georgia
4th Annual Southeast Region Medical
Interpreter Conference
Nashville, TN
http://bit.ly/Mingconference  

June 17-18, 2011
InterpretAmerica
2nd North American 
Summit on Interpreting
“Quality Interpreting 
in a Push-Button World”
Arlington, VA
www.interpretamerica.net/
summit

July 17-22, 2011
Registry of Interpreters 
for the Deaf
National Conference
Atlanta, GA 
www.utrid.org

August 1-4, 2011
International Federation 
of Translators 
XIX World Congress 
“Bridging Cultures”
San Francisco, CA
www.fit2011.org

August 3-5, 2011
Nebraska Association for 
Translators and Interpreters
12th Annual Regional Conference
Omaha, NE
www.natihq.org

September 9-11, 2011
Tennessee Association of Professional
Interpreters and Translators 
9th Annual TAPIT Conference
Nashville, TN
www.tapit.org

September 30-
October 2, 2011
International Medical 
Interpreters Association
Annual Conference
Boston, MA
www.imiaweb.org

October 7-8, 2011
Tradulínguas
International Legal Translation Conference
Lisbon, Portugal
www.tradulinguas.com

October 21-23, 2011
California Federation of Interpreters
9th Annual Continuing 
Education Conference
San Francisco, CA
www.calinterpreters.org

October 26-29, 2011
American Translators Association 
52nd Annual Conference
Boston, MA
www.atanet.org/conf/2011

November 18-20, 2011
American Council on the Teaching of
Foreign Languages 
Annual Convention and 
World Languages Expo
Denver, CO
www.actfl.org

Federal Bureau of Investigation/
National White Collar 
Crime Center
The Internet Crime 
Complaint Center 
www.ic3.gov

National White 
Collar Crime Center
www.nw3c.org

Scam Alert Websites
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ATA Webinars
For more information, 

visit www.atanet.org/webinars

Live and On-Demand Training for
Professional Translators and Interpreters

June 8, 2011
12 Noon Eastern Time

Revisers: Invisible But Important. 
Presenter: Jonathan T. Hine Jr.

We cannot catch all our own mistakes, so revisers are as important to translators as editors are to authors. Join
us to learn about the three types of revision, the limits of self-revision, and strategies for pricing and performing
this crucial value-adding step in the translation project. Attendees will learn:

• Definition of revision; what it is and is not. 
• Types of revision; focus on professional revision in the commercial context.
• Roles of the reviser in large and small projects; what makes a “good” reviser. 
• Financial considerations: pricing, opportunity costs.

June 14, 2011
12 Noon Eastern Time

Ensuring Payment – Before, During, and After the Project 
Presenter: Ted R. Wozniak

Late and non-payments are a fact of life in all businesses. This webinar will cover the steps that all transla-
tors can and should take to minimize the risk of not being paid for their services. Topics will include actions
to take before, during, and after the project; standard business practices regarding accounts payable;
resources for checking a company’s bona fides; and dunning and collection procedures.

July 14, 2011
12 Noon Eastern Time

Preparing to Take ATA’s Certification Exam
Presenter: Celia Bohannon

What can you do to better prepare yourself for taking ATA’s certification exam? Now is your chance to find
out! Veteran grader Celia Bohannon will outline the path to exam day, pointing out opportunities and pit-
falls along the way. The webinar has been structured to accommodate questions and answers submitted
ahead of time and during the presentation. Attendees will learn:

• How to approach eligibility requirements.
• What to do with the practice test results. 
• How to train for taking the exam. 
• What the examination results mean.
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New Queries
(C-E 5-11.1) 用起身不就手 was an

obviously positive response to a com-

pany’s question: “Why were you so

satisfied with the service?”. No con-

text exists to identify the company or

what service was offered. How would

you render this into English?

(E-N 5-11.2) There must be a device

used in angiography called a “delivery

pusher.” Its equivalent in Norwegian

is needed. The context: “Do not use

hemostats in an attempt to advance

delivery pusher.” 

(E-Sp 5-11.3) This is a fashion state-

ment, I mean query. Good Spanish is

needed for “discharge prints”; the

overall context sentence, which might

be just barely detailed enough, reads:

“Abstract patterning in printed coatings

plays with texture through discharge

prints along with flocked and over-

printed foils.” What are these prints?

(E-Sp 5-11.4) What on earth is a

“hotel to air ratio” in the tourism

industry? Reports on it are a way for

tourist hotels to measure their success.

And then what about Spanish for this?

(F-E 5-11.5) Panneau de visibilité
was the irritant in this quote from a

document about the marketing efforts

of a company sponsoring a play at a

local theater: Bandeau avec logo de
l’entreprise au-dessus de l’affiche de

la production insérée dans un pan-
neau de visibilité positionné sur la
scène avant la représentation. Autre -
ment, ce panneau sera dispose dans le
foyer du parterre.

(G-F [E] 5-11.6) This is from a feasi-

bility study for a hotel project. What

does it mean to sich vom Wettbewerb
abzusetzen? The phrase ends this pair of

context sentences: Die stimmige Kon -
zeption des Hotels und des Layouts ist
ein wesentlicher Erfolgsfaktor für den
Hotelbetrieb. Darüber hinaus muss ein
ganzheitliches Profil durch ein Leitt -
hema geschaffen werden, um sich vom
bestehenden Wettbewerb abzusetzen…. 

(G-Sp [E] 5-11.7) Euro-Rettung s -
schirm is the problem phrase for this

translator going into Spanish:

…beantragt Finanzhilfen der EU und
schlüpft nun tatsächlich doch unter
den Euro-Rettungsschirm.  

(J-E 5-11.8) The phrase アンケート
会社 appeared when a company was

commissioned to survey employees of

foreign manufacturing subsidiaries of

an electronics company. Is there a neat

English version of the term?

(Po-G [E] 5-11. 9) In pedagogy and

psychology, what does the Polish

word oligofrenologopedia mean? Is it

an up-to-date 21st-century term?

English is acceptable for this one.

(Sp-G [E] 5-11.10) This taxation-and-

customs query relates to the final two

words in the following extended sen-

tence: Puesto que es una potestad
atribuida a la Administración tributaria,
dada la naturaleza comproba dora
(instructora de su contenido, debe ser
ésta la que cargue con el poder y el
deber de la prueba de la concurrencia
de todos y cada uno de los presupuestos
habilitantes. What are they?

(Sp-Pt [E] 5-11.11) In climate control

technology, what does comote mean?

Here is some context: Entonces q =
8.92 x (35-20) 1,1 = 175 W/m2,
aunque en este caso la curva carac-
terística referida solo al sistema de
calefacción por suelo, en estos
momentos está el comote de norma
CEN CT228….

Replies to Old Queries
(E-Sp 9-10.3) (lipodermatosclerosis):
Efrain Rodríguez Ballesteros says that

the first two Greek-based components

of this medical term are written in

Spanish as shown in the reference

query, but the third should be esclerosis.
This is confirmed by the entry in the

Real Academia Española dictionary.

C-Chinese
E-English
[E]-English
acceptable as an
answer, the
original query did
not involve
English

F-French
G-German
J-Japanese
N-Norwegian
Po-Polish
Pt-Portuguese
Ro-Romanian
Sp-Spanish

Abbreviations
used with this column

The Translation Inquirer    John Decker

Spoken versus written: at

least the English language offers

incredible leeway in how you can per-

ceive what you hear. Recently, the

Translation Inquirer took several rides

on a totally automated rapid transit

system. That of course means that the

announcements of what the next stop

would be were all recorded ones given

over the intercom. First he heard the

announced next station, and then after

about 40 seconds he could read the

name he had just heard. The contrast

between the actual and perceived

names was comical! But what is

sobering is that a major segment of

our profession, the interpreters, must

wrestle with this every workday.

jdecker@uplink.net
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(E-Sp 3-11.4) (exploration shaft):
Graciela Daichman suggests pozo de
exploración or pozo exploratorio for

this. Maritza Ascencios says that if the

shaft is vertical, it is best rendered as

pique (de exploración). If it runs from

deep within the mine toward the sur-

face, the best term is chimenea.

(F-E 1-11.7) (coussin chauffant de con-
fort): Patrick Saari says this is nothing

more than an “electric therapeutic

heating pad.” In some French-speaking

countries other than France, coussin
can be a “pillow” rather than a cushion.

Confort might need to be capitalized

owing to its being a brand name.

(F-E 1-11.8) (documents utiles):

These are nothing more than “relevant

documents,” “necessary papers,” or

“required forms,” says Patrick Saari. 

(G-Ro [E] 2-11.5) (Umschluss): Ruth

Laskowski says the overall context

refers to prisoners visiting other pris-

oners in a jail, which is a free-time

option. She has seen it referred to as

“cell association with another pris-

oner.” Geoffrey Koby did quite a bit of

research on this word, including the

German wikipedia. He even found an

English translation in which the trans-

lator dodged the challenge of

Umschluss. But ultimately Geoffrey

chose “social recreation period” as the

short version, adding “when cells are

unlocked and prisoners can visit each

other” for clarification.

(Pt-E 2-11.7) (centrais de fôrmas):

Jane Pronovost would translate it as

“central mold line,” which could be

where the company will store the

molds. They are talking about con-

struction of a building or facilities for

a factory. In the Portuguese version,

they tell what the contractor will be

building to make the facility complete

with all the designated areas: cafete-

rias, infirmaries, central mold lines,

structures, concrete and pre-molds,

and sentry boxes.

(Pt-F [E] 1-11.11) (de rabo preso com
o leitor): In Brazil, says Patrick Saari,

de rabo preso means “with your tail

wrapped.” Translated more loosely

into English, this would be “having

something to hide, having a skeleton

in the closet.” The phrase appears in a

political cartoon concerning public

corruption, depicting politicians with

long tails held back, thus preventing

them from making any progress in

combating corruption. The final three

words mean avec le lecteur (“with the

reader”), which does not make sense.

So, says Patrick, in French let’s simply

use il/elle est pieds et poings lies
(“having hands tied, having no maneu-

vering room”). 

Com o leitor might imply a writer’s

strategy to obtain better rapport with

the reader by offering special insights

and information. There is a French

term for this, lecteur complice
(“accomplice reader”). Another inter-

pretation is providing extremely clear

instructions. A third is, slavish sub-

servience to the reader.

Thanks so much for your involve-
ment and participation! This is quite a
remarkable organization, and proof of
its merit is that a rank-and-file-
member-fueled column like this keeps
going year after year.

Address your queries and responses to The Translation Inquirer, 112 Ardmoor Avenue, Danville, Pennsylvania 17821. E-mail address: jdecker@uplink.net. Please make your submissions by the
first of each month to be included in the next issue. Generous assistance from Per Dohler, proofreader, is gratefully acknowledged.

www.star-group.net

Tr
an

si
t

Computer assisted
translation

with Translation Memory

Call for Submissions
Interpreting and Translation Studies

The Interpreting and Translation Research Institute is now accepting submissions
for its biennial, peer-reviewed journal, Interpreting and Translation Studies, to be
published in August 2011.

Deadline: June 30, 2011

For more information: itri@hufs.ac.kr
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Fiorello Raffaele Henry (né

Enrico) La Guardia (1882-1947), was

a liberal Republican and progressive

urban reformer, a member of the

United States House of Repre -

sentatives, and three-term mayor of

New York City. He was nicknamed

“the little flower,” both because of the

English translation of his first name

and because of his short stature. Many

know of his political accomplish-

ments, but few know that he was also

a linguist, an interpreter, and a one-

man melting pot.

Achille La Guardia, Fiorello’s

Italian-immigrant father, was a com-

poser, conductor, and cornetist, fluent

in English, French, German, and

Italian. A lapsed Catholic, he wrote

“nessuna” (nothing) as his religion on

his Italian marriage certificate. The

composer of many musical pieces,

most of which have been lost, he

served for a time as an arranger-

accompanist for the celebrated oper-

atic soprano Adelina Patti.

Irene Coen Luzzato, Fiorello’s

Italian-immigrant mother, was a Jew

of Hungarian origin with family in

Trieste, and spoke Italian, German,

and some Hebrew. Though non-prac-

ticing, her entry on her marriage cer-

tificate was “Israelita.” 

Fiorello was born in New York

City and raised Episcopalian.

Despite being born there and so

closely associated with it in later life,

Fiorello La Guardia was not raised in

New York City. Instead, he lived on

army posts in Arizona, South Dakota

(where his mother made friends with

the nearby Sioux Indians), and else-

where, while his father served as a 

U.S. Army bandmaster. After his father

received a medical discharge from the

army in 1898, suffering from food poi-

soning brought on by tainted meat sup-

plied by corrupt army contractors, the

family returned to Europe. While there,

Fiorello, who spoke six European lan-

guages in addition to English, served as

an interpreter at several American con-

sulates in the Austro-Hungarian

Empire. The six languages he spoke

were reportedly Croatian, a language

he learned while stationed at the U.S.

Consular Service in Rijeka (then called

Fiume), and German, Hebrew,

Hungarian, Italian, and Yiddish. He

was at the consulate in Trieste when

James Joyce arrived in 1904.

In 1904, his father died. In 1906, he

returned to the U.S. and entered New

York University Law School. During

the four years he was a student there,

he worked part-time as an interpreter

on Ellis Island (for which he was paid

$1,200 a year), and also for the New

York Society for the Pre vention of

Cruelty to Children and with labor and

immigrant groups on the Lower East

Side of Manhattan. He may very well

have had a hand in welcoming to

America the ancestors of some of you

who are now reading this.

After graduating law school in

1910, he began practicing law in New

York City and entered politics. While

serving as Deputy Attorney General

of New York (1915-1917), he fought

against the corruption of Tammany

Hall, the largely Irish Democratic

political machine that controlled poli-

tics in New York City. He became a

member of the U.S. House of

Representatives in 1916, the first

Italian American to be elected to

Congress, but gave up his congres-

sional seat in 1917 to serve as a pilot

in World War I. After the war, he

became president of the New York

City Board of Aldermen (1920-1921)

and, in 1922, was re-elected to

Congress where he served till 1932.

In that year, Congress enacted the

Norris-La Guardia Act, restricting the

use of federal court injunctions

against striking workers.

In 1934, running on the

Republican and City Fusion tickets,

he became New York’s first Italian

American Mayor. A popular political

figure, he served three terms until

1945. Though Republican, he was a

strong supporter of the New Deal, and

led New York City’s recovery during

the Great Depression. He became a

national figure when he also served as

President Roosevelt’s director of

civilian defense during the period

before America’s entry into World

War II in 1941. 

La Guardia appeared to be every-

where, in New York City and out of it.

At one time during the Depression, he

did a stint as a night court judge. When

a woman appeared before him who

had stolen food to feed her children, La

Guardia judged the woman as follows:

“I fine you $10.00 for stealing, and I

fine everyone else in this courtroom,

myself included, 50 cents each for

living in a city where a woman is

forced to steal to feed her children.”

La Guardia’s strong connection to

foreign languages did not end when

he entered politics. While mayor, he

established the Committee for Latin

American Scholarships, an effort to

attract international students to New

York City. From 1941 to 1946, funds

were provided for 20 Latin American

The Little Flower

hermanapter@cmsinter.net

Humor and Translation    Mark Herman

Herman is a librettist and translator. Submit items for future columns via e-mail to hermanapter@cmsinter.net or via snail mail to Mark Herman,
1409 E Gaylord Street, Mt. Pleasant, MI 48858-3626. Discussions of the translation of humor and examples thereof are preferred, but humorous
anecdotes about translators, translations, and mistranslations are also welcome. Include copyright information and permission if relevant.
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students per year to attend a public or

private university. The program was

directed by City of New York

Librarian Rebecca Rankin, and fed-

eral funds to house the visiting stu-

dents were secured by Nelson

Rockefeller, who was then the coordi-

nator for Inter-American Affairs.

When the Nazis were taking over

Czechoslovakia, La Guardia emerged

as a leading proponent of Czech o -

slovak independence, quickly meeting

with Czechoslovak representatives

and assuring that so long as the U.S.

did not recognize the German moves,

the Czechoslovak envoys would keep

their titles and authority.

In 1959, the musical Fiorello, star-

ring Tom Bosley, opened on

Broadway with music by Jerry Bock,

lyrics by Sheldon Harnick, and a book

by Jerome Weidman and George

Abbott. In 1960 it won the Tony

Award for Best Musical and the

Pulitzer Prize for Drama. 

Rarely has a politician served his

city, his country, and the world so

well, not to mention the professions of

translation and interpreting.

Visit ATA’s School Outreach Resource Center at www.atanet.org/careers/school_outreach.php and click on Presentation Resource Materials.

Choose the age level you like the best and download a presentation, or use the resources on the School Outreach page to round out your own material. 

Speak on translation and/or interpreting careers at a school or university anywhere in the world between August 1, 2010 and July 18, 2011.

Get someone to take a picture of you in the classroom. For tips on getting a winning shot, visit the School Outreach Photo Gallery on ATA’s website at

www.atanet.org/ata_school/photo_gallery.php and click on Photo Guidelines.

E-mail your photo to Meghan McCallum (meghanraymccallum@gmail.com) with the subject line “School Outreach Contest,” or mail your entry to ATA,

225 Reinekers Lane, Suite 590, Alexandria, VA 22314. Please include: your name and contact information; the date of your presentation; the school’s 

name and location; and a brief description of the class. You may submit multiple entries.

Make a School Outreach presentation this year, and you could win free registration to ATA’s 52nd Annual Conference in 
Boston, Massachusetts, October 26-29, 2011. Here’s how to enter. 

The deadline for submissions is midnight on July 18, 2011.
The winner will be contacted no later than August 19, 2011. You must be a member of ATA or an ATA-affiliated organization to enter.

ATA School Outreach Contest 
2010-2011

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
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GeekSpeak    Jost Zetzsche
jzetzsche@internationalwriters.com

Good question. Many novice

users of translation environment tools

(TEnTs) would argue readily that some

data is good, more data is better, and

lots of data is best. I remember when I

first started using TEnTs. I would

eagerly collect all kinds of translation

memories that clients sent along for

projects and import them into “my”

translation memory in the firm hope

that this would eventually pay off and

give me the leverage for which I was

looking. Sometimes that worked. More

often it did not. 

Today, I would argue that the more

data we have at our disposal, the more

clearly we see the benefits of quality

data versus “lots of data”—for transla-

tion memory purposes, that is. You see,

if there were indeed so much repetition

between projects and clients, good

translation would not be so difficult

after all, and machine translation,

whether of the generic Google kind or

the highly trained client-specific kind,

would have gained more ground than it

has already. So while it is frustrating

not to gain the leverage from external

data for which we hope, we should also

be thankful for it. 

Still, one of the reasons I insist on

using the term “translation environ-

ment tool” rather than “translation

memory tool” is that the simple transla-

tion memory feature that finds perfect

and fuzzy matches is only one of the

many relevant features we need to use

in these tools. And quite frankly, it is

not always the most helpful one

(though very welcome when matches

from qualified sources are found). If

there were no other way to get to data

than to hope and pray that the tool finds

the hoped-for match (and, again, hope

and pray that the match is indeed a

good match), than we should indeed

stick to very small and highly con-

trolled translation memories. The nice

thing is that TEnTs can do much more. 

In the past few months, I have

written so much about subsegment

matching that my editor has started to

complain: “Is there nothing else you

can write about?” Well, yes, there is,

but automatic subsegment matching

that tools like Trados, memoQ,

Lingotek, and Multitrans now provide

has radically extended the usefulness of

translation memories, including, and

maybe especially, those that come from

external sources.

In addition, just think about the ter-

minology extraction provided by

default by some tools (such as Similis

and Multitrans) and by others as add-on

features (such as the SDL line of tools),

or through third-party tools (such as

some of the tools by Terminotix). And

let’s not forgot the manual concordance

feature that virtually every TEnT offers

(i.e., the ability to search manually for

terms or phrases within a translation

memory while translating a project),

and the self-correcting ability of trans-

lation memory matches through the

insertion of terminology matches

(which Déjà Vu and memoQ offer).

Anyway, you get the idea. There is def-

initely a lot more to translation memo-

ries than we originally thought.

The GeekSpeak column has two goals: to inform the community
about technological advances and at the same time encourage
the use and appreciation of technology among translation pro-
fessionals. Jost also publishes a free technical newsletter for
translators (www.internationalwriters.com/toolkit).

Data Is Good, Right?

The latest edition in the ATA Scholarly Monograph Series assesses the state of
the art in cognitive translation and interpreting studies by examining three
important trends: methodological innovation, the evolution of research design,
and the continuing integration of translation process research results with the
core findings of the cognitive sciences. This timely volume actively demonstrates
that a new theoretical and methodological consensus in cognitive translation
studies is emerging, promising to improve greatly the quality, verifiability, and
generalizability of translation process research.

ATA members receive a 30% discount off the regular price of each hardcover
copy in the collection. To order:

www.benjamins.com/cgi-bin/t_seriesview.cgi?series=ATA

ATA Scholarly Monograph Series XV
Translation and Cognition
Edited by Gregory M. Shreve and Erik Angelone
John Benjamins Publishing Company
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Transit NXT – just what
you need, when you
need it!
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Are You an ATA Member 
Who Wants to 
Save Money?

• The Tool Kit
• Payment Practices
• Translate Write

See what discounts your fellow members
offer you through ATA’s Member-Provider

Program!

Get guaranteed member 
discounts and other benefits 
from ATA members such as:

Visit 

www.atanet.org/providers.php 
to start saving!

To become a member-provider or to learn about the
benefits of the program, contact ATA Member

Benefits and Project Development Manager Mary
David at mary@atanet.org. 

• The Translator’s Tool Box
• Getting Started as a Freelance Translator
• Translation Office 3000

The National Language Service Corps (NLSC) is a public civilian

organization made up of on-call multilingual volunteers willing to

offer their diverse language skills to help communities and government

agencies. The organization’s goal is to provide and maintain a readily

available civilian corps of individuals certified in English and other

languages. To find out more or to apply, please visit nlscorps.org.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED  —  NATIONAL LANGUAGE SERVICE CORPS
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Student Translation Award

ATA presents annual and biennial awards to encourage, reward, and publicize outstanding work done by both seasoned professionals and
students of our craft. For complete entry information and deadlines, visit: www.atanet.org/membership/honorsandawards.php.

2011 Honors and Awards Now Open

In 2011, ATA will award a grant-in-aid to a student for a literary or sci-tech translation or translation-related project. The project, which may be derived from
any facet of translation studies, should result in a project with post-grant applicability, such as a publication, a conference presentation, or teaching materials.
Computerized materials are ineligible, as are dissertations and theses. Translations must be from a foreign language INTO ENGLISH. Previously untranslated
works are preferred.

The award, to be presented at ATA’s 52nd Annual Conference in Boston, Massachusetts (October 26-29, 2011), is open to any graduate or undergraduate student,
or group of students, attending an accredited college or university in the U.S. Preference will be given to students who have been or are currently enrolled in trans-
lator training programs. Students who have already published translations are ineligible. No individual student may submit more than one entry.

Applicants must complete an entry form and submit a project description not to exceed 500 words. Detailed instructions and application forms are available at
www.atanet.org/membership/honorsandawards_student_form.php. The Student Translation Award consists of $500, a certificate of recognition, and up to $500
toward expenses for attending ATA’s 52nd Annual Conference (October 26-29, 2011). One or more certificates may also be awarded to runners-up.

Please send nominations to: Student Translation Award, Muriel Jérôme-O'Keeffe, President, American Foundation for Translation and Interpretation, Inc.
c/o American Translators Association, 225 Reinekers Lane, Suite 590, Alexandria, VA 22314 or e-mail them to: ata@atanet.org.

Alexander Gode Medal
The Alexander Gode Medal, ATA’s most prestigious award, is presented to an individual or institution for outstanding service to the translation and interpreting pro-
fessions. This award may be given annually. Individuals or institutions nominated do not have to be members of ATA; however, a history of constructive 
relations with ATA and the language professions in general is desirable. Nominees do not have to be U.S. citizens.

Nominations are welcome from past recipients of the Gode Medal and the ATA membership at large. A sufficiently detailed description of the individual or institu-
tion’s record of service to the translation and/or interpreting professions should be included as part of the nomination. Petitions and letter campaigns are not encour-
aged. The award includes the Gode Medal, complimentary registration to ATA’s 52nd Annual Conference in Boston, Massachusetts (October 26-29, 2011), transportation
to and from the conference, and up to four nights’ lodging at the conference hotel.

Please send nominations to: Alexander Gode Medal, Lois Feuerle, Chair, ATA Honors and Awards Committee, American Translators Association, 225
Reinekers Lane, Suite 590, Alexandria, VA 22314 or e-mail them to: ata@atanet.org.

S. Edmund Berger Prize for Excellence in Scientific and Technical Translation
ATA and the American Foundation for Translation and Interpretation (AFTI) invite nominations for the annual S. Edmund Berger Prize. The $1,000 prize is offered
to recognize excellence in scientific and technical translation by an ATA member.

Individual translators or translation companies wishing to nominate a translator for this prestigious award may obtain a nomination form from the AFTI website
(www.afti.org/award_berger.php). Nominations will be judged by a three-member national jury. The recipient of the award will be announced during ATA’s 52nd
Annual Conference in Boston, Massachusetts (October 26-29, 2011).

Please send nominations to: S. Edmund Berger Prize, Lois Feuerle, Chair, ATA Honors and Awards Committee, American Translators Association, 
225 Reinekers Lane, Suite 590, Alexandria, VA 22314 or e-mail them to: ata@atanet.org.



Program Highlights
• Limits ranging from $250,000 to $1,000,000 annual aggregate (higher limits may be available)
• Affordable Premium: Minimum annual premiums starting from $400 
• ATA certification discount
• Experienced claim counsel and risk management services
• Easy online application and payment process

Coverage Highlights
• Professional services broadly defined 
• Coverage for bodily injury and/or property 
• Coverage for work performed by subcontractors 
• ATA agency endorsement 

ATA Professional Liability Insurance Program

Join the program that

offers comprehensive 

coverage designed

specifically for the 

translation/

interpreting 

industry!

Administered by Hays Companies

To apply, visit http://ata.haysaffinity.com or call (866) 310-4297 
Immediate, no-obligation automated quotes furnished to most applicants!
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ATA’s Directory of Language Services
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Obscure languages
Multi-language projects
Emergency deadline projects
Complex projects
Special terminology

�������������	     support@technovatetranslations.com

Next time you have to turn a potential 
client away, don’t lose the earning 
potential – send them to us! We can 
handle virtually ANY contract:

�

�

�

�

�

Technovate Translations delivers on-time and on-budget – every time.
Increase your revenue stream – send us a lead today!
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Interpreting Equipment Rental
Transmitter/Receivers

Weekly or Monthly

Landmark Audio Technologies

Call 888-677-4387

Tips

cleaning up
your online

profile

for

A listing in ATA’s online Directory of Translation and Interpreting Services or the Directory of Language
Services Companies can be one of your most valuable member benefits. With more than two-million hits
a year, consumers and businesses have clearly learned to look at ATA’s directories first when shopping for
professional translation and interpreting services. 

Six Tips to Help You Make Contact 

1. Check spelling, grammar, and punctuation.

2. Update your contact information, especially your e-mail
address and phone numbers. 

3. Use the “Additional Information” field, noting education
and career experiences, unusual specialties, and any
dialects you can handle. By using a “keyword” search,
clients can find your services based on a set of very 
specific skills and experience.

4. List your areas of specialization. 

5. Review your listing monthly to experiment with different
wording or add new information that may set you apart
from others.

6. List non-English-to-non-English language combinations, 
such as Portuguese into Spanish and French into Italian.

Make those updates online at 
www.atanet.org/onlinedirectories/update_profile.php.

Volunteers Needed
The National Language Service Corps (NLSC) is a public 

civilian organization made up of on-call multilingual 

volunteers willing to offer their diverse language skills 

to help communities and government agencies. The 

organization’s goal is to provide and maintain a readily

available civilian corps of individuals certified in English 

and other languages. To find out more or to apply, 

please visit nlscorps.org.

FOLLOW ATA ON

Twitter is a free service that lets you keep in touch
with people through the exchange of quick, frequent
answers to one simple question: What’s happening?

Follow us on Twitter today!
To learn how, visit http:// twitter.com/atanet.

your Online Profile Technical Translator to work in Russells
Point, OH, wanted by translation service
co. Must have BA in Translation or related
field. Reqs min. 3 yrs exp. in Translation
Service Industry. Providing precise trans-
lations of Japanese & English tech docs.
Superior bilingual abilities in Japanese &
English reqd. Send résumé to: Honda
Kaihatsu Kogyo USA, Inc., 3625 Del Amo
Blvd. Ste. 230, Torrance, CA 90503

Live and On-Demand Training for
Professional Translators and Interpreters

For more information, visit 
www.atanet.org/webinars



Make a critical difference  
with what you know.

KNOWINGMATTERS

You already know that intelligence is vital to 
national security. But here’s something you  
may not know.

The National Security Agency is the only 
Intelligence Community agency that generates 
intelligence from foreign signals and protects 
U.S. systems from prying eyes.

If you would like to use your advanced language 
skills to break and make the most important 
security codes in the world, then explore NSA.  
At NSA you can experience a variety of careers 
as you work on real-world challenges with 
the latest technology. You’ll also enjoy a 
collaborative work environment with flexible 
hours that will enable you to strike a balance 
between work and life. 

You won’t find this kind of experience  
anywhere else.

U.S. citizenship is required. NSA is an Equal Opportunity Employer. All applicants for employment are considered without regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, marital status, disability, sexual orientation, or status as a parent.

LANGUAGE ANALYSIS  AT THE N ATIONAL S ECURITY A GENCY

WHERE INTELLIGENCE GOES TO WORK®

NSA has a critical need for individuals with the following 
language capabilities:

Pashto
Dari
Urdu/Punjabi
Farsi

Chinese
Korean
Russian
Somali

Swahili
Tajik
Uzbek

Watch the Video.

Get the free App for your 
camera phone at gettag.mobi 
and then launch the App and 
aim it at this tag.

Download NSA Career Links 

Search NSACareers



www.translationzone.com/ncta

What Could You Do With The Time You Save?

Translate faster
Speed up your translations by reusing previously translated

content with our pioneering translation memory technology

Translate more easily
Make life more simple by working in a user-friendly,

customizable and fully integrated translation environment

Translate more content
Turn-around projects faster than ever before with the numerous 

productivity-enhancing and innovative new features

THERE ARE 
OF 

CHOOSE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


